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University of Central Florida/Orlando

...Cheating hard to stop
There are many variations to cheating, and
plagiarism,
advance test copies and computer
FUTURE STAFF WRITER
misuse are a few of the major examples.
"Plagiarism is probably the most widespread and
Throughout each student's educational career
common type. In addition to this, when faculty
the dark temptation of cheating has loomed in the
teach large class sections someone will sometimes
background. Here at UCF this is no exception. "I
get an advance copy of the test," said Buchanan.
feel that in our society there is an underlying value
Of the three types of cheating, computer misuse
that if you c~n get away with something, and they
is the most difficult to determine. "This is especialdon't catch you, it is all right," said Dr. C. W.
ly true because the nature of computer cheating is
Brown, Dean of Students.
so hard to detect," said Dr. Terry J. Frederick,
Probably the most serious aspect of this is that
chairman of the computer science department.
so much of the cheating that occurs is either not
Wheri cheating is detected the problem is rarely
caught or is untraceable. ''The cheating that is
taJrnn beyond the immediate instructor of the class.
caught is just the tip of the iceberg. That which
"Ordinarily this problem is handled at the
goes unreported could. be considerable," said Dr.
classroom level. This is true in about 95 percent of
Raymond W. Buchanan who is the chairman of the 't he cases," said Dr. Robert G. Cowgill, associate
Department of Communications.
. dean of education. But if there is an objection the
This is clearly emphasized by what preliminary
case will then be taken to the academic college and
figures indicate. Last spring there were four cases
if necessary to Brown's office.
brought forth against students caught cheating.
When the case reaches Brown's office the accusOne was handled by the Student Government
ed is called in for proper identification. He is then
Judicial Council and in the other three action was
made aware of his rights. At UCF these include
taken by the specific academic college. During sumknowing what the charges are, being able to face
mer 1984 only one case was handled. In this case
his or her accuser, and being able to present an
Dr. Brown was the mediator.
argument to counter the accusation. At this point
This past semester alone, there were six cases · the accused usually has two choices: to either have
reported, and in all of these, action was taken by a formal hearing before the Judicial Council or to
the individual academic college.
· SEE CHEAT, PAGE 3
by Ted Young
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'You ve got to be kidding me. This IS the line for
add/drop? Forget it, we freshmen have all th~
lousy lu~k. The only cour~e I really want to add IS
dessert, says Sea Worlds Schmedley the walrus.

Research helps
fund engineers
and it benefits the school by
bringing · credibility and
by Eddie Gor~k
·
recognition to the college,"
FUTURE STAFF WRITER
said Kersten.
In 1968· when the research
At a time when other col1e ge s on campus are first started at UCF, the prodesperately searching for gram grossed an income of
more st~te funds from $12,000. Sixteen years later
Tallahassee, the College of during 1984 the research proEngineering is helping. itself gram grossed $1.8 million for
financially by performing fun- the College of Engineering.
damental . engineering ''This is one of the few flexible
research for industries sur- sources of funds that we have.
rounding Orlando
The fact that we can do
According to Dr, Robert research for industry is an imKersten, dean for the College mense help,'' said Kersten.
For the 1984 term the colof Engineering, industries
such as Westinghouse, Mar- lege of engineering had a
tin Marietta, Texas In- $500,000 OPS budget from
struments and General Elec- the state for students, equiptric have valuable research ment and other necessities.
done for them by the Out of that $500,000 budget
engineering departments at only $101,802 was allQCated
from the state-the other
UCF.
"We have many different $400,000 came from the
industries that come to us for research program. "I would
their company research. This say that one-fourth of the
is a practice that is not new $1.8 million from research
and it benefits everyone. went to the students while the
Research benefits the com- remainder of the funds were
pany through better develop- filtered through equipment
ment, benefits the students and supplies," said Kersten.
who are doing the research
SEE ENGINEER, PAGE 3

1968

1984

Gross Income

• approximately 25 percent of the funds supplement .the college's budget
Jeff Glick Future
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0 CREW CHALLENGE

D FOOD FOR THOUGHT

The UCF Women's Club
luncheon and fashion show
for the benefit of their
scholarship fund will be held
on Saturday, Feb. 23 at 11
a.m. The Pavillion Room of
the Langford Hotel will be the
setting for fashions presented
by·lvey's Department Store.

•

The UCF Club is sponsoring the first annual Crew
Challenge, a four hour crew
race to benefit the Muscular
Dystrophy Association on
Jan. 26. Any 12-member team
is invited to participate, and
registration forms can be ·obtained in the Student Center.
Deadline for team entries is 9·
p.m., Jan. 19. For more information contact Mac Russel at
273-5929.

•

•

D FILM FESTIVAL

If you've been wondering
what some of the world's film.makers have been up to of
late, now's your chance· to
find out. On Wednesday
night, Jan. 16, from 8until10
p.m. in ED ·125 the Educational Media area of the College of Education will be
hosting its first international
film festival. There is a
limited number of seats in
Room 125 so those wishing to
D CPR Ci.ASSES OFFERED
view any of twelve films from
Persons interested in learn- around the world are urged to
·
ing the life-saving technique get there early.
of cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) can enroll in a CPR
Each of the films chosen for
for Citizens class on Monday, screening were entrants in the .
Jan. 21, at Brookwood Com- 1984 Brussels Film Festival
munity Hospital. Classes are and collectively .they were
6:30 pm to 9:30 pm in the chosen to indicate new filinauditorium.
making directions as well as
the wide variety of work be· CPR is a combination of ing done, both within the
teChniques which can ~ustain United States and elsewhere
the life of a person whose around the worid.
breathing or heart, or both
have stopped. An experienced
American Heart Association D MARTIN LUTHER KING
· CPR instructor conducts the REMEMBERED
CPR For Citizens course at
The Dr. Martin Luther
Brookwood.
King, Jr. Midday Observance
Classes provide hands-on Planning Committee of the
training and upon completion Black Student Union at UCF
of the course, students are is sponsoring the Fifth AnCPR certified. For reserva- nual Midday Observance in
tions, call Sharon Cook at honor of the birthday of the
CPR for Citizens· in Orlando, slain humanitarian.
at 843-4277.
The Midday Observance
will commence Tuesday, Jan.
D ULTIMATE ORGANIZA· 15, · in the Student - Center
TION
Auditorium at 11:30 a.m. All
The
UCF
Women's UCF classes will be officially
Ultimate Frisbee team is cancelled from 11 a.m. to 1
organizing for the spring p.m. The featured speaker
semester. Everyone is will be Mr. Joe Flores.
welcome-whether they
Preceding the. Midday
already play Ultimate Frisbee
or want to learn how to play. Observance on Jan. 15, a
For details call Leslie at march symbolic of those led
282-1730 or Christie at by Dr. King, will be perform365-6036 . .
ed. The march will begin at

Tickets are $15 and are
available by contacting any
member of the club or by calling 644-6631 or 859-7544.
Door prizes will be awarded to
lucky ticket holders.
The fashion show proceeds
are primarily used for financial assistance to non~
traditional students.
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UCF Directory
The new UCF directory is out with updated names and ·
numbers. UCF student
and cartoonist for The
Future, Carl McKnight
did the art work for
__._ _......, the cover. Tim Barto/Future

the education building on the
grounds of UCF, and proceed
through a predetermined
route, eventually ending at
the
Student
Center
Auditorium to begin the
11:30 a.m. Midday Observance.

0 UCF NEWS WANTS YOU -

The UCF NEWS is a weekly news show that is taped
every Tuesday, from 8 to 10
a.m. in Studio A, in the
library basement. It is an opportunity for all students,
especially R-TV, communications, and journalism majors,
to gain "real world" experience in television production and news reporting, as
well as communi ti exposure.
Plan on coming to the first
meeting of the semester, Jan.
22, at 9 am, in Studio A. For
more information, c;ontact
Michelle Weddleton at
629-4694.

0
SPEAKING
SINKHOLES .

OF

Dr.
Frank Kujawa,
Associate Professor of
Geology at UCF, will present
the program at the January
Orange Audubon Society
meeting. He will present a
program entitled "Sinkholes
in Florida. "The January
meeting will be Monday,
January 21st and will start at
8 pm. at the Central Christian
Church, 250 W. Ivanhoe
Blvd., Orlando. The public is
invited to attend and there is
no admission charge. For
details, call Loretta: or Bol;> at
886-2925.
, .,:
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D LEARN TO TAKE NOTES

The Office of Minority Student Services is sponsoring
free workshops on note taking
skills. The workshops will be
held Jan. 14, 16, 29 and 31 in
the student affairs conference
room. For more information,
contact Dr. Robert Belle at
275-2716.

-----

D GIGGLING FOR GOOD
HEALTH

Most everyone' recognizes
that exercise is the way to a
happy and healthy body. But
now a noted physician reports
that laughing has some of the
same curative effects. It eases
tensions, soothes an aching
D ALL ABOUT CANADA
heart and is good exercise.
Laughing pumps extra
Dr. Richard Beach of adrenalin
into
the
SUNY-Plattsburg will be bloodstream which may
speaking on "Geographic stimulate endomorphin proPerspectives in Canada " duct ion-the
body's
Tuesday, Jan. 15, at 10 a.m . . painkiller-to the brain. After
in the Engineering building, a bout of laughter, all
room 359.
systems return to normal

resulting in lowered levels of
stress, hypertension ·and
muscle-tension headaches.
It appears that doctors
around the country are starting to prescribe laughter as a
prescription for illness,
although some illnesses don't
give the patient much to
laugh about. Comedians and a
host of entertainers are being
employed to cheer and encourage laughter among patients in hospitals, mental institutiQns, homes of the handicapped and elderly.
0 COLOR ME HAPPY

Painting classrooms in
yellows and blues and replacing fluorescent lighting with
full-spectrum lights helped
improve grades and even IQ
test scores, says a study by
Professor Harry Wohlfarth of
the University of Alberta in
Canada.
··" .
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0 HERE AND THERE

University of California at
Davis officials used a robot
arm to break ground for a new
campus building ... Marshall
University basketball coach
Rick Huckabay got one writein vote for President of the
United States, a Cahall County, West Virginia, electoral
canvass found . . .A local
slaughterhouse donated a
cow's head for University of
Florida boys to hang outside
a girls' dorm as part of a
prank war.
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Liebler to lead Episcopal ministry
by Mike RhOdes
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

•

•
•

•
•

.

.

The Reverend John S. Liebler is the latest addition to
the staff of the UCF campus ministerial program. Liebler
previously served as curate of Epsicopal Church of the
Good Shepherd in Tequesta, Florida, and although this is
his first experience with college ministry he is well aware
of the spiritual needs of college students .
Liebler has an impressive background and a great deal
of experience to show for his 31 years of age. He recieved
his masters degree in psychological conseling from the
University of Notre Dame in 1977, and his masters in
divinity from the school of theology at the University of
· the South. His education did not begin and end in the
classroom though.
His volunteer work began at the Georgia Mental
Health Institution where he worked as a pastoral clinician in 1978. The following year, Liebler worked as a student minister at Grand Teton National Park for student
employees, staff and the.area campers. In 1980 he served
an internship at Church of the Holy Sacrament in
Hollywood, FL and at the same time served as a
volunteer with the elderly at several social service agencies.
Liebler also did some overseas missionary work in 1980
before going to Tequesta in 1981. Liebler was ordained into the diaconate in May of 1981 and was then ordained into the priesthood in December of the same year.

Reverend joins campus
Rev. John Liebler has joined the ·United Campus Ministry beginning this month. He will be
head of the Episcopal Campus Ministry.

ENGINEER

CHEAT
FROM PAGE 1

•

have an informal counseling with the dean. "If appropriate
we try to deal with it on a one-to-one basis. We'll give the student a choice of this or a reView board. What we really want is
for the student to ask themselves what is going on and how
they can change,'' said Brown.
"If at the end of this process there is a need for a penalty we
try to find an individual solution," he added. These include
dis"ciplinary probation, which would take away a right; suspension probation, which removes them f;rom the university for a
time; or expulsion, which is the point of no return.

FROM PAGE 1
Kersten feels that while
research is good for the college along with the community and the industries that are
partaking in the program,
research is not the sole reason
why an engineering student
attends school. "I feel that

research is fine as long as it
goes comfortably with learning. Learning is the primary
objective and if research is
part of the learning process,
great, but learning comes
first,'' he explained.
The percentage of students
that graduate from UCF with
engineering degrees and
locate to nearby industries in

Orlando is high.
The College of Engineering
.has over 200 firms that interview -0ur students for possible
positions with their companies and that too must be
credited to the research program and .the active interest
that industries are taking in
UCF," said Kersten.

We Do More
Than Keep The Books

AT YOUR LIBRARY
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FIFTH ANNUAL
MIDDAY
OBSERVANCE :·
OF THE ·BIRTHDAY OF
DR.
MARTIN
LUTHER

KING, JR.
Tuesday, January 15, 1985
•

Midday .Observatio.n

11:30 a.m.

Student Center Auditorium
Free
Sponsored by the Black Student Union

•

4, The Future; January 1l, 1985
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HIGH TOWER HAIRSTYLING

HELP!

HIGH CLASS HAIRSTYLE
..\T REASONABLE PRICES

The following positions are open:

New Reporters
Photographers

Production Assistants
Cartoonist/Artist

A Full Service Salon
15% Discount to UCF Students
·with this ad or UCF I.D.
walk-ins always welcome Al Reyes
Open 7 Days A Week
'Tower Place
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
(305) 273-5755
10376 E. Colonial Dr.·
12-6 Sun.

. THE HAIR SHOP

~Future

Precision Style Cut $8.00
·

FULL SERVICE SALON

,

Department of Housing and Residence Life

10509~E.

colonial Dr.

(Winn Dixie Center)
'UNION PARK

WANTED:

WALK-INS WELCOME

282•1700

Daily 9·5 &Thurs. tit 8

RESIDENT .ASS·ISTANTS
for Fall '85
Reward·: $2400 per
academic year plus
reduced room rent

DESCRIPTION
1. An above average student with at least a 2.5 OVERALL GPA.
2. Two semesters living experience in a residence hall.
3. One semester living experience at 'UCF.
4. Available at least two consecutive semesters (fall '85 and spring '86).
Applications avail<Jble in Housing
Office ( 13 7 Student Center)

PROCEDURES
November 1, 1984
thru January 18, 1985
January 18, 1985

Applications due in Housing Office
by 4:30 p.m.

January 28, 1985

RA interviews begin.

TIRED OF WAITING?

IWmiii(l;JI
HAS A VERY LOW-COST ALTERNATIVE
Why not check out the low, low prices on our direct access
terminals. For less than the price of a good stereo you can do
your computer project from the comfort of your home·, but
then you will have to give up the endless lines, wasted nights
and ruined weekends. Sacrifices! Sacrifices!
Stop in or call us now for details.
HOURS: Monday-Friday 9:00-6:00, Saturday 10:00-4:00

17·92 AT MAITLAND BLVD. OVERPASS

AUSTANAN'S
MEAT MARKET

DELI-STYLE

COUNTRY STYLE

BOILED
HAM

PORK
RIBS

2 - Locations
To Se~e You

REGULAR

COOKIN GOOD
PREMIUM

BUDWEISER

SUPER
SUBS

LEG
QUARTERS

12oz. cans
6_pack

BEER

1.991b. 1.29 ib. 2.99ea. 49¢1b. s2.79

5

FRESH MADE

- I

I

J

FRESH

U.S.D.A.
CHOICE

COLE GROUN PATIO
SLAW CHUCK STEAKS

EXTRA LEAN

CUBE
STEAKS

CENTE~

CUT

PORK
CHOPS

99¢1b. 1.491b. sl .991b. s2.791b. s1.991b.
5

645-5522

STUDENT
LEGAL SERVICES
Student Legal Services provides
students with assistance in selected
areas of law such as landlord/tenant,
consumer, non-criminal traffic and
uncontested dissolutions. You can
receive attorney consultation and
repre.sentation free of . charge to
qualified students. Call 275-2538 or
stop by SC 210 for more information
or an ~ppointment.
-

Problems with?
Landlords?

A Will?

University B!Vd.

Insurance?

Name Change?

Hwy. 50

Contracts?

Uncontested Dissolution?

Police?

•
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Food shipments not reaching needy
Chairman Mengistu Haile Mariam.
This year, however, the annual apFor instance, the government peal for aid was delayed a few months
As many as 900,000 people may die bolsters its political power base in the because of the tenth anniversary of
of starvation in Ethiopia before the cities by forcing farmers to sell food the revolution which brought Comyear is over. Some will die because to city dwellers at artificially low fix- rade, then Colonel, Mengistu to
bad weather destroyed their crops, ed prices. The low prices discourage power. At a time when the Catholic
others because land devastated by farmers from producing much more Relief Service estimates that 250 peocivil war was not producing much. than they need to survive.
ple were dying of hunger every day,
But many will die needlessly because
Ethiopia also prohibits farmers Mengistu spent nearly $200 million
their own government is blocking
on a lavish celebration of his ten years
shipments of food to the needy.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - i n office.
Hunger has been widespread
At a time when 250 people
throughout much of Africa this year, were dying of hunger every
Now that the party is over, the .anas one of the worst droughts in day, Mengistu spent nearly nual food drive is on again, and the
recorded history has scorched crops
results have been impressive. The
in a wide arc that reaches across Sub- 5200 million on a lavish U.S. government . alone has consaharan Africa and down the conti- celebration of his ten years in tributed over 50,000 tons of food
office.
nent's eastern coast.
since Oct. 1 of this year, and private
But in Ethiopia, incompetence and
agencies have altogether committed
doctrinaire mismanagement by the from taking basic measures to ensure
.country's Marxist rulers have turned long-term survival and to develop the about 80,000 tons. Nations from both
what may only have been a serious nation's agi:icultural economy.
East and West are competing to rush
food shortage into what is now famine
Saving food from good years to use food and medicine to the starving,
of epidemic proportions. And famine in bad times is hoarding, the govern- and some are even offering free use of
is becoming enforced starvation as
transport planes to fly food from conthe nation's leaders seek to control ment says, and saving money earned gested harbors to remote distribution
food supplies for personal profit and · by good harvests is capitalist ac- centers.
political power.
cumulation. Both are punished by exBut as foreign governments rush to
Ethiopia has been on .the verge of propriation or worse, the Economist help, Ethiopia's rulers show little instarvation continuously for the past magazine reports.
clination to move so quickly. While
ten years, while neighboring counSuch policies have kept agricultural the government no longer denies
tries such as Kenya and Sudan have production so low that Ethiopia has there is a famine, it maintains
been exporting grain. Much of the na- had to launch an appeal for foreign political and economic barriers
tion's failure to feed itself stems from aid in each of the last ten years, even against emergency food .shipments. It
the agricultural policies set by the when other nearby countries have had also refuses to make desperately
rigidly Marxist regime of Comrade good ·harvests.
needed military transport available
·USPS

•
•

•

•
•

We Do More
Than Keep The Books
•

AT YOUR LIBRARY
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One religious relief group was
to pay the extra charges after
the initial expense of buying food and
shipping it to Africa, LeWis reported.
unab~e

The group hoped to save money by.
loading the food into its own trucks,
but the government said it could do
so only on condition that each of the
trucks be a Mercedes and that all of
them be turned over to the government free of charge after two years;
Even if handling charges are paid,
however, there is no guarantee that
food will leave port ·promptly. Some
grain delivered before the anniversary celebration in September was
· left .on the docks for months.

SHARE THE_
COST
OF
LIYING
Give to the American Cancer Society.
<ll

SUN STATE FORD MAKES
-IT EASY TO DRIVE!

•

1985

WITH THE PURCHASE OF ANY NEW
CAR.. OR TRUCK YOU WILL RE~EIVE

SALES ·&
SERVICE
COME IN 'TODAY
FOR A TEST DRIVE
; ·~ ·
APPROVED
AUTO REPAIR

•

for relief work. Although it has 'lifted
tight restrictions on where food can
be shipped inside the country, it still
insists on rigid control of who can actually eat.
The government requires prospective donors to pay an import tax on
food they wish to distribute, .according to Flora Lewis of the .New York
Times. Charitable groups must pay
$12. 50 per ton for permission to import food for the needy. Before the
food can move out of port, donors
must pay an additional $165 per ton
to state controlled dockworkers and
transportation unions.

NEW AND USED
CARS AND TRUCKS

FREE:
Extended Servic~ Plan
The Ford Extended Service Plan 1s acontract bet·
ween you and Ford Motor Company that protects you
against unexpe(;!ed repair costs on an extensive ltsl
of fT'a1orcomponents, <ind lets you drive with peace of
mind

24 MONTH
or
24,o·oo MILE
·Maximum Coverag~- Pl·an
•
•
•
•

COMPLETE BODY SHOP AND SERVICE DEPARTMENT
RETAIL & WHOLESAU; PARTS DEPARTMENT
AUTO & TRUCK LEASING AND RENTAL
LIFETIME SERVICE DEALER
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ONLY THE NAMES HAVE
CHANGED: Remember when UCF
used to be Florida Technological
University? The name was changed
in 1979 to .coincide with the launching of the football team. The
Florida Technological Knights? That
was okay for basketball and · s-~ccer, ·
but it just didn't sound right for a
school with grand gridiron designs.
Maybe it is time to change the name
again. Put the coaching, mon~y and
lack-of-winning problems behind us.
What should we change it to? Pa. tience. I'm getting to that. The new
football coach is Gene McDowell, a
former linebacker coach at Florida
State. McDowell has been signing
former FSU players and coaches
faster than Lou Saban can pack his
bags. Mike Kruczek, a forµier FSU
quarterback coach for two years, is
the new offensive coordinator. There
are strong indications that Rick
Stockstill, former FSU quarterback,
and Joe Wessel, the Seminole's kickblocking specialist, will be hired.
And, of course, Bill Peterson was
the head coach of the Seminoles. Are
you with me? How about Florida
State University at Orlando? No?
Florida State Central University?
My favorite is Central Florida State
University. We would probably have
to change the mascot also.
Something alluding to -FSU 's most
famous graduate, Burt Reynolds,
would be appropriate. The Tampa
Bay Bandits have already taken the
most obvious one (as in Smokey and
the ... ). Of course he is a limited
partner in the team. Ironically, the
Florida Gators have the second-best
choice. How about the CFSU Cannonballs (I, II or III)?
HAVE POCKET CALCULATOR,
WILL TRAVEL: The university is
hoping to recruit 20 National Merit
Scholars next fall. That is four times
as many as are currently enrolled.
UCF is also planning to institute an
honors program for students with a
minimum 3.25 high school GPA and
minimum SAT score of 1,100. That
is nice, but I have done some
sleuthing and discovered that we are
not quite prepared. The bookstore
doesn't even carry any of those
plastic pocket protectors, long considered a staple for Merit Scholars.
Let's do it, but let's do it right.
THE ENVELOPE, PLEASE: I
always enjoy a good compl~nt
where a complaint is due. The
.
following are the best first-week-ofthe-semester complaints overheard:
First place, bookstore
category-Why do they change one
paragraph in a textbook and put out
a new edition, which is three times
as expensive as a used book? First
. place, architectural design-Why do
they have those stupid round tables
in the Education Building, so half of
the students are forced to sit with
their backs to the professor? First
place, class scheduling-Why do
they overbook some classes, like
airline flights, and force some of the
students to drop the class after they
have attended class and bought
.books?
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It seems that it has become traditional to try to go too far too fast here at
UCF. The football program will undoubtedly go down in the annals of some
policies book on how not to go al)out creating a top flight program. Now the
basketball program is trying to follow suit with a chapter on how not to fill
up a 6,500 seat arena.
In fact, trying to fill the Orange County Civic Center with spectators for
Knights' basketball is more of a monumental undertaking than the team's
move to Division I competition. The team itself is not bad. A~ a matter of
fact, they are pretty good, as is their coaching. It will just take time for
them to adjust to Division I competition and everything that goes with it
before they come into their oWI1. But the attendance at the football games
could have told anyone that UCF athletics is not a big crowd draw . .
Someone with a twisted sense of reality must have decided that the Civic
Center was ideal for UCF basketball. We can put· aside the fact that the
place was not built for basketb~ and look at three more prevalent reasons
why the Fighting Knights and the Civic Center do not mix.
First, its location is poor. Maybe someone can buy the people in athletics
a map of Orlando so they can realize the Center's lack of proximity to the
university. Perhaps i-f some kind of bus service were implemented it would
make going to the games somewhat more appealing, but then we still have a
problem once we get there.
Yes, everything you've heard is true. You have to pay to get into games at
the center. Not much by any means, but about two dollars too much when
you consider the athletic fee that each and every one of us pays. No one was
particularly happy about paying the fee to begin with, but the guarantee of
free entrance to all events was some consolation. If you think that's the last
dip into your pocket you .have to make at the Civic Center, think again. If
you drive your car to the game, you also pay a two dollar parking fee. While
you're guaranteed to get a parking space, since turnout is so cruddy, there
is no guarantee your car won't get stolen or vandalized.
The other big problem .is the overabundance of seating. It was embarassing enough when we averaged somewhere under 400 spectators for a 2,500
seat gymnasium. Now the team must be further embarassed by that same
number of people (or worse) in a 6,500 seat stadium. Attendance for a
recently televised game was under 400. Much as the commentators tried,
they could not overcome the ominous canyon-like echo each time the ball
bounced. The ratings for the game must have ranked well below that of HeeHaw and Buck Rogers.
The powers-that-be have been benevolent enough to move some of the remaining home games at the Civic Center back to the UCF gymnasium. But
one has to wonder why they weren't wise enough to have them all at UCF-to
begin with. In the meantime, Orange County has walked away with a neat
profit anyway since we reserved and contracted the dates for the games
anyway-another shrewd expenditure of students' money.
For the most part, having UCF basketball games at the Civic Center is
not a bad idea, just a poorly timed and executed one. But to e~pect to fill a
6,500 seat stadium is just a dream. Coach Machock and crew w·o uld do better to set a mm::e modest goal of filling up our own gym first before they
start tackling monsters like OCCC.
Mike Rhodes
Editor in Chief
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There used to be a song some
years back about "lines, lines,
everywhere are lines.:... " Well,
whoever wrote that song must have
done so with UCF in mind.
'The thing that an incoming student probably learns first and learns
best to do around here is how to
·s tand in line, quietly and patiently,
for hours on end in some situations.
They also learn how to handle
themselves gracefully when the person at the head of the line whom
they are trying to see decides to trot
off to lunch without sending in reinforcements.
On the other hand, there are those
of us, who by luck or a little conniv.. ing (or both) who manage to avoid
the hassles of standing in all these
lines that seem to form around here.
There are numerous methods of dealing with the situation:
• The Dead Ringer: Find someone·
who reasonably resembles you and is
naive enough to believe anything
you tell them. Well, almost. "Get up
there first thing in .the morning and
you won't have to wait at all," you
say, neglecting to tell them that
drop-and-add doesn't always start at
8 in the morning.
• Make My Day: This is useful
when you'v~ stood in line for hours
on end to get I tern A and they tell
.you you have to get back in line for
Item B, which goes with Item A. All
they need to do is to hand it to the ·
person in charge of line B, who is
sitting next to them. Put on your
best Clint Eastwood in a bad mood
face and inform that there is no way
you are going to stand in line until
your feet rot just because it ain't
their job to. give you Item B. Be aggressive, assertive, and just a little
savage.
• Let's Go Crazy: This is convenient for those times when you are
standing at the registration table
and the person with your schedule
decides that they need to go to
lunch and ·you have to come back in
an hour. Can't make it? Well, that's
your problem, not theirs. Get excited. Gesticulate wildly, if you
must. Don't take it like some silly
sheep. UCF students seem to suffer
from a serious case of apathy, and
that's probably partly why those
people in charge of registration
ma~e doormats out of them.
• Check the merchandise: make
sure that the class you are signing
up for actually exists. Yeah, I know
computers aren't supposed to make
mistakes, but once again, they are
only as accurate as the data they
munch on. Fortunately, this doesn't
happen too often, although someone
I know was actually charged fqr a
nonexistent class. While they will
deposit your check in a heartbeat, it
takes about six to eight weeks to
get a refund.
Lastly, should you ever face the
possibility of having to stand
around in a line all day, consider
taking up embroidery.
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few.This is also a good time to become involved in
an organization on campus or perhaps Student
Government. :puring this semester student government will deal with measw_:es concerning issues on
campus as well as constructing, passing and implementing the Activity and Service Fee budget
which is in excess of $1 million. There are senate
seats open in the College of Arts and Sciences,
Education, and Health. Applications are available
in SC 200.
Student Government has a number of ambitious
plans for 1985 including the .construction of the
new Kiosk Information and Ticket Center to
replace the structure which we had removed a few
weeks ago.
.
If you have any suggestions, questions, or ideas,
feel free to stop by and speak to your senators, the
cabinet, the vice president or myself at ·our offices
in the Student Center.
Best wishes for a successful and enjoyable
semester.

D Story lacked understanding
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Editor:
It is with much confusion and disgust that I read
a recent article in the November 30, 1984, Future. I meagerist of non-religious parties) followed by a
refer, of course, to the misleading and uncons- small get together at my parent's house. My
cionable article titled "Bar Mitzvah: A disgusting · sister's Bat Mitzvah celebration was not even
display of wealth". I don't know who I am more an- . catered, but was the result of many of my mother's
noyed with-the self-hating and ignorant author of friends getting together days and weeks in advance
the article or the numbskulled feature editor who to cook up the whole thing.
let an article of such low quality, misleading and
If the author was so embarrassed by the tremen·
sleaze-filled lies to pass to print.
dous party, them let him write an article about beFirst of all, let's deal with the fact that the ritual ing embarrassed at big, fancy parties. If the author
in Judaism of Bar ·Mitzvah is probably the most wanted to write about Bar Mitzvahs, let him write
significant adulthood passage ritual of someone's about what a Bar Mitzvah really is. It is bad
life. The author mentions the "cousin's" Bar Mitz· enough we must stomach the massive homoge:D.ized
vah as if he were and outsider to the ritual. Did the evangelical movement of Sunday mornings every
author have a Bar Mitzvah? Why not .write about day across the cable television. I don't need to read
his own? Or was he ano~her of the many victims of it in my student newspaper.
·
this gentile culture which demands assimilation
Yours to count,
and rejection of the past for convenience? Worst of A.S. Gmason
all, the article doesn't even attempt to share with Communications
the readers the parts of the Bar Mitzvah ritual: the
John G. Sowinski
weeks of preparation to participate in the Torah
Student Body President
service, to read from the Holy Scroll before the congregation, to be considered an equal in the affairs D Sowinski speaks
D Dangerous walk
and responsibilities. of the Jewish community.
Instead, the uninitiated reader is presented with
Editor:
the view that the Bar Mitzvah ritual is nothing
A messal{e from the Student Body President
I am concerned with the UCF lighting conditions
more than a tremendous baccanal and fancy food
on the bike path from Alafaya Trail. They don't
festival where the rich come the show off their furs. Fellow students:
create sufficient .light for those of us who must ·
The reception following the service· is not in any
I would like to take this opportunity to welcome walk this path at Iiight. As you may recall in one of
way connected t9 the Bar Mitzvah service. It is a you back to the University of Central Florida for The Future's October issues about crime it stated
custom to serve a big festive meal following this · the Spring Semester of 1985. I hope that aH of you that of the nine state universities UCF was ranked
event to both honor the young man or woman who have had an enjoyable and relaxing break and that 4th highest in crime. I .believe that the darkness on
has reache<! this cultural and religious milest9ne you are ready for the academic, social and profes- the path only enhances the possiblility of more
and their families. In addition, it is a hold over from sional successes that await you in this new year. crime.
the custom of providing a strong festive meal for
There are a number of exciting tW:ngs going on at
For the safety of those who must use this path
the many friends and family that, in the distant UCF t~s semester that await yom involvement daily, I hope that UCF will shine some "Ught"
past, many have travelled many long days to reach and participation. They include programming upon this "dark" subject ..
the synagogue to share in the experience. My own events presented by the Programming and AcBar Mitzvah was a very moderate affair, but had a .tivities Council and other campus organizations,
Carol Kathy
meal and hors d'oeuvres · (typical_ for even the sporting events and intramurals to name just a
Arts and Sciences

REMINDER
Agencies requesting funding
through - the Activity and
Service Fee Budget must have
requests submitted to Student
Center 204 by 5· p.m. Monday,
Jan. 28, 1985 in order to be
considered.

STUDENT GOVERNMENT
. POSTIONS AVAILABLE
t!J::~~
~''~."'''WT'.~../'
~'~
Student Government is now accepting
applications for Senate Seats in the
Colleges of.·

TO ALL REGISTERED
CLUBS
AND
ORGANIZATIONS ON
CAMPUS:

Arts and Sciences
Education
Health
South Orlando Campus

If your membership is open to all students
without regard to race, sex, or religion, there
may be up to $250.00 .available to your
organization for office supplies and oncampus advertising. Additional monies may
also be available for registration fees. Stop
by SC 201 for more details.

Interested persons please come by SC
201.

i
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J HELP WANTED

Sussex Pl. - E. Hwy 50 UCF New
Martin are a 2 bdrm., 2 bath,
washer, dryer, refrig., etc. pool
available, use of living rm. set
5400 plus security 365-3692.

Floormen-Doormen Park Avenue
riow hiring. High-energy personnel.
Above minimum wage. Apply 1 to
4 p .m. 4135 N. Orange Blossom Tr.
295-3751. .

Heathkit HW-1O1, power supply,
power meter, electronic keyer
plus morel $350.00. Steve
273-5912.

Part-time work with schools - ideal
candidate is former PTA president.
Set your own hours - Big dollars.
Cali tor appointment 695-3782.

MOVING SALE! Sofa, 2 matching
chairs, SlOO; Dinette set S25; Exercise bike S45; Vacuum cleaner
S35: end tables, desk, etc. $25.
Call 275-5228.

1 turn. room w/ 1/2 bath & all utll.
S250/mo. 1 turn. room w/ all util.
S200/mo. S50 deposit w/ ref. E. of
Tuscawilla. 671-6355.
·

BRAND NEW - 2 bedroom - 2 bcith
in Univ. Hylands, Deluxe features,
644-9911 or 695-3782.
Large Rm for rent wt private entrance & bath in nice duplex
townhouse. Howell Branch area,
Kitch priveleges. S250/mo. Includes elec. & water. Pis call day
or eve 671-8594. Ask for Ms. First.

Rm for rent in private home. 20
min. · from UCF $200/mo. Female
non-smoker. Please call 568-5235.
Nice location.

Free 671-7727. Cali Rent-Talk for
residential rental info. 24 hours a
day.

Waterbeds·Rent To ·Own from
S7/week, no credit check. Wizard's
Waterbed Rentals. 896-1344.

Five miles from UCF. Gorgeous two
bedroom, two bath. Low security,
5450/m_o. Call Lanita. Salmakers _
Inc. Realtor 282-1051.

Duplex. Nice 2 bd/2bth.
Washer/dryer, ceiling tan, appliances. Close to UCF. S425/mo.
831-0507 or 671-7828.

Furnished, spacious 2 bd. 2 bth.
across from UCF. Central air and
heat. 2-3 people S400. 4 people
$425. 273-0768. No pets.

Spaciously designed 2 and 3
bdrm. villas, fully-equipped kitchens, walk-in closets, private ·
patios, pool, tennis and racquetball courts, seperate entrances.
Great location 21/2 miles from
UCF. Available now from $450.
Sussex Place, 281-6393. Call to- ·
day.
.

ROOMATES · . ,
Mature female to share new
home in Winter Pk. Laundry, cable,
all utll. Included, non-smoker.
$300/mo. 657-2233. No dep., no
pets.

Roommate to share 4 bdrm., 2
bath house close to UCF. Fenced
yard. $170 month plus utilities. Call
Terry 277-2527.

JJ...___
Fo_R_sA_L_E_ __.jJ.____r_v_P1_s_rs_ _j j..___ _o
__
rH_E_R____

Daycare after-sch. near campus
tor two school-ag~ children MTRF
2:30-5, W 1:30-5. must have own
· transportation . Ms . Parrot
275-2458 (1-5p) 657-7136 after 6
p.m.

Babysitter. 1 child 12 or 1-5 Wed &
Fri. S2/hr. Red Bug & 436. 339-3695. _

BED/S: Converts to two singles or
queen. A-1 Cond. $60. Zebra fur
cover and wedge pillow to cover
·$25. Typing desk $25. Card tabJe
$4. Shelf unit $25. 678-0309, 6-9
p.m.

699~1636.

FOR SALE: STEREO IN JUKE-BOX
FORM, includes turn table, 8-track, ·
AM/FM Stereo - SlOO: SmithCorona typewriter, electric, good
condition - $100. Dorm-size
refridgerotor, used for one
semester -$65. Inquire - 281-6460.

Top Pay
Appointment setter needed. From
quailtied lists. Set appointments
between classes. My phone or
yours . Call Ms . Berkson at
831-002.

Franklin Ace 1000 256K 2 disk
drives Z-80 card, full Apple compatibility_(DOS, CP/M, etc.). S600
Gorill.a amber monitor $50. Software & games 525. 657-7136 after
6p.m.

Students needed to dean homes!
Work around your schedules. Call

Photographers needed tor The
Future. Free-lance work. Call
275-2601 and ask for Tim.

t:xtra Income. Your own business.
No investment, no selling. 2 hours
. a week per your schedule.
275-6593.

The Future needs writers tor Its
news section and for its new Con. fetti section. 275-2601.

Help needed for home cleaning
service. Flexible hours and good
starting pay. Must have car and
phone. Call 671-7463.

GOVERNMENT JOBS .
S16,559-$50,553/yr.
Call
805-687-6000 ext. R-1000.

Job opportunity tor graphics arts
majors! The Future needs production assistants and cartoonists
and/or artists. Call 275-2865 tor
m?re information.

Interviewers ·
Full Time or Part Time
Need help to update city directory. No selling or collection. Contact R.L. Polk & Co., 1350 Orange
Ave. Suite 224, .Wintergate Sq.,
Winter Park, Fla. Tel. 628-0401.

Nice, 2 sofas $175, 1 love seat $50,
1 choir S30, 2 lamps S30,
OLDSMOBILE . CUTLASS -'78 for
$1,300.

Single bed S40 or trade for double, bar stool $8: lose weight now
with 25% off Herballfe 657-6957.

Is It true you can buy jeeps for $44
through the U.S. government? Get
the
facts
today!
Call
1-312-742-1142 ext. 689.

PERSONALS
Esteban, if that animal magnetism
doesn't stir 'ol dark hair, brown
eyes down South, nothing will.
Meantime: head tor the mountains! .

Charlie Beal, you owe me $5.00.

White male, 31, 5'7", good body,
trim, blonde, blue eyes, honest,
loves out-of-doors activities. Bilingual adverturer seeks warm, affectionate lady, foxy, for cor~
respondence, travel, and friendship. Send photo. Alexander Miles,
P.O. Box 1440, Orlando Annex,
Orlando, FL 32801 .
·

TYPING-Prof. styled work. WORD
PROCESSOR, moderate rates, fast.
Call Susanne 277-4857.

Word Processing and Editing. Prof essi on al writer and former
Engl ish/Business
teacher.
Reasonable rates . Call Jan
855-4077.

FREE 6 Wks.- pointer/pitbull puppies. Need good homes.
671-6355.
Water' Polo Team now forming In ·
Orlando - Interested? Exp'd or
novice, women and men please
call 281-0049.
·

I
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SERVICES
Total Secretarial Services. Term
papers, resumes, reports, etc.
Nothing to big or too small. Fast
accurate service at affordable
fees. 657-0705.

Professional Typist. Experienced in
all work incl. medical and legal.
UCF empl. . 1 mi. north. Marti
365-6874.

EXPERT TYPING. 26 yrs. exp. Full
time. Term papers, manuscript,
theses, reports, resumes, etc. Correction of spelling, grammar,
punc., and editing included.
Reasonable. Call Bea, 678-1386.

Typing-Word Processing-Fasr Service. Accurate and dependable
of reasonable rates. Close . to
campus. Coll C_indy at 365-4863 or
657-2733.

FAST PROFE~IONAL TYPING
A ABLE TYPING SERVICE
Guaranteed 100% Accuracy. .
Computer Corrected Spelllng.
Term Papers, Theses, Dissertations,
Research Papers, Resumes, and
Cover Letters. All work prepared
on Word Processors for error free
neatness.
We
use
IBM
Dlsplaywrlters and A B Dick Magna
·SL word processors. We have 14
employees for fast service. All
work done on quality printers, not
dot-matrix. Over night and same
day service available.
CALL 657-0079 or 671-3007.

Free 671-7727. Call Rent-Talk for
residential rental info. 24 hours a
day.

ABORTION SERVICES-FREE NITROUS
Free pregnancy test, low cost birth
control. Morning After Treatment.
Confidential, private. Woman
owned-a special approach to
health care.
BIRTH CONTROL CENTER
1240 Hillcrest, 1 blk. south of Colonial off Mills. 422-0606 or toll
free 1-800-432-8517.
SS off with this ad

RESEARCH SERVICE
All topics, $5 a page. Genaro
Apelado Research. Box 361673,
Melbourne, Fla., 32936.
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ABORTION SERVICES, birth conjrol
Information, pregnancy tests and
counceling. VD screening, low
cost, confidential services.
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
1700 W. Colonial Drive, Orlando
898-0921

CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
Free pregnancy test. Confidential.
Individual councellng. In Ori., 827
Menendez Court, just off Gore, 2
blocks west of Humana/Lucerne
Hosp. Dally/Sat. a.m. Call
425-8989.

.
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RESUMES
Deslgned/Typed-65 7-0C79.
•
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QWERTY INK, LTD
A word processing service for fast,
accurate, professional typing of
term papers, reports, thesis,
resumes. Multi-print sizes, styles.
Spelling checker. · Pick-up and
delivery.
Call after 6 p.m. 788·9097

Individual Confidential Counseling
Gynecologists
Speaker Service

2233 LEE RD. WINTER PARK

628-0405
TOLL fREE 800-432·5249
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OFFICE HOURS
8:30-5 Monday through Friday

ADJUSTMENTS
1
·
Please check your ad ~he first
time it appears. The Futur~ will be
responsible only for the first incorrect insertion. The publisher
assumes no financial responsibility
for errors nor for omission of copy.

TELEPHONE
275-2865
or
275-2000 ext 3954

DEADLINE
For placing a Classified advertisement of 5pm the Monday prior to
Friday's publication.

Classlfled Information

CREDIT AND RATE POLICIES
Commercial rates apply to
businesses and non-students. Rate
charges will be determined at
time of placement.
Most Classified e.ategories require
payment in advance.
Student and Faculty rates are
.50¢ per line which allows 35
characters including punctuation
and spaces.
Business and non-student rates

are one dollar per line which
allows 35 characters including
puntuation and spaces.

GENERAL
The Future Newspaper reserves
the right to edit or reject any
advertisement.
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Ent~rtainment and Feature Supplement .of b

Future

Coming Next Week!
all new section
e. feature

sto~ies

.e record ·reviews
•
•
e movie
revtews
•

..
•

e club listings
e top ten ~harts
e car column ·
e television '

e calendar

Be sure to catch this new color(ul array of staries
plus a few surprises along the way .

••

DON'T MISS ·IT!

Knights get coach
by Don Wittekind
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Wouldn't you know it. UCF has one decent sport:
basketball, and the ever-bumbling athletics department has managed to scare away just about all prospective spectators.
The first issue that must be addressed is UCF's
-controversial athletic fee. When the fee was proposed, students were led to believe ~hat they were
guaranteeing themselves admission to all UCF
sporting events. Unfortunately, the contract arranged with the, Civic Center makes no ·allowance
for this. Students wishing to attend any of the nine
games originally scheduled at the center were met
with a $2 parking fee and were charged $2 for admission. Add to that the cost of gas and the time
needed to drive to the center and what do you get?
I '11 give you a hint, the answer is not spectators.

Certainly a coach could come into a better situation than new UCF head football coach Gene
McDowell has inherited. But that doesn't bother
him. McDowell is looking at his new jQ!J as a
challenge. In fact, McDowell faced amazingly
similiar circumstances when he entered FSU as a
player some 19 years ago.
"It's a great feeling to be a part of a program's
growth." McDowell commented. "Think of. some
15 or 20 years from now when UCF might be playing in the Orange, Citrus, or Gator bowl...and how
it will feel then to be a UCF alumnus. Then the
sacrifices we go through now will have peen worth
it."
McDowell's coaching staff will be no strangers to
In their infinite wisdom the powers above apsacrifice. Many are leaving higher paying jobs to
proached the m~sic department, hoP.ing to
come to UCF, hoping to build the program as well
reorganize the pep band that had formerly played
as their names and reputations. "We're going to
at UCF home games. However, the new band would
have the full staff the NCAA allows. Eight full
be a voluntary group of students, receiving no
time coaches, two part time coaches, one volunteer
credit or monetary reimbursement for their efforts.
coach, and as many graduate assistants as
When told by music department staff members
necessary." McDowell said, "I can't promise that
that the students would not go for the idea,
we'll go 11-0- this fall, but I can promise hope. The
Athletic Director Bill Peterson and head basketball
team will definitely be an improvement over last
coach Chuck Machock decided to. talk to the
year."
New UCF head football coach Gene McDowell
students themselves. In a brilliant speech, .the
With student support "absolutely necessary" to hopes to make the Fighting Knights the very
representatives of the athletic program told the
the survival of the athletic program, McDowell has best Division I-AA program in the country.
musicians of the joys of attending a basketball
also started ~ campaign to change the image of his
game and stressed the simplicity with which each
players. "Athletes tend to have the animal look and
student, whom they commented would probably
through their haughty' attitudes alienate students. program. McDowell hopes to get 30 next year but
consider coming to the game anyway, could just
I want my players to be ambassadors of the would like 50. Walk-ons will be used for special
carry along his or her instrument.·
athletic program.''
.
teams play so that hopefully no starters will be inWhen asked about the practice time required for
On the other side, he feels that students should volved in that area. McDowell feels special teams
this
extracurricular endeavor, they simply replied
support the program whole heartedly. McDowell are a way to reward the players tha ·. regularly help
that
no real practice would be necessary as all the
expressed his suprise and dismay at the amount of the team in scrimage. ·.
team
needed was a lot of noise, hopefully to annoy
paraphernalia from other coll~ges that is sported at McDowell has also started a vigorous campaign
the
opposing
players. Needless to say, the band
UCF. "Why would someone want to advertise to recruit support ·from the business community.
students
were
generally insulted and declined the
another school when they attend this one? We need and private groups and organizations. He hopes to
somewhat
less
than generous offer.
to have more · people wearing UCF shirts." be available to talk to as many organiztions in the
McDowell said, "If UCF people would like a high Orlando area. "Fund raising is the main priority
In a last ditch attempt to pursuade the students,
class athletic program, there has to be a large right now." he commented, "People have to be willthe officials commented that another group could
number of people .to get really serious about it." ing to support us now. If they wait until the fall to
be secured; say, some fraternity students with elecWhen asked if he thought UCF could pull in high see if we win or not we ·will. already be a year . tric guitars or a high school band. Sorry guys, try
caliber players, McDowell was positive. He cited behind."
the same spiel with any musical organization and
UCF's academics, the economy of the area, athletic McDowell also· stressed his ~rm commitment to
you are going to have some rather negative effects.
department officials, the administration, and even the NCAA rules. All of his coaches will be versed in
And then, just when you thought we had made
the people in the area as good recruiting tools.
· the book and the program will strive to remain
every mistake possible, in come eligibility proWalk-ons will be an important part of UCF's new completely wi~hin those rules.
blems. Come on coach, before you run off trying to
·be a Division I team let's make sure our players are
legal. Not only was the entire program hurt by the
loss of John Friday, I woul_d be willing to bet that
some unnecessary problems have been added to the
life of UCF>s only ceJ:?.ter.
next three matches by wide off on the right foot with a
by Morgan Phllllps
Finally showing some trace of intelligence,
margins to. finish with a 22-26 forfeit in the 123 lb. class, to
FUTURE STAFF WRITER
athletics
officials have moved selec_ted games back
loss. · The forfeit ended the make the score 24-6, but then
to
the
UCF
gym. I attended a game at the Gym
Knights'
chance
for
victory
In matches against Western
pulled out of another tailspin
night
and y9u know there must have
Wednesday
although
they
outplayed
the
Illinois, Wisconsin Stout, and
with a victory by Trent Smith.
been
at
least
a
hundred
people there. See, it's amazNorthern Illinois last week, the WIU teani 22-20.
With the score 30-6, UCF
ing
what
can
happen
if
you treat the students fairnext
day
in
a
scheduled
The
UCF Wrestling Knights
wrestler Mahmond Kenareh
Just
because
of
a
deficit
problem doesn't mean
ly.
match
against
Wisconsin
ma~aged to mark two wins and
clinched the match with a vicwe
should
find
101
more
fun
way~ to rip off the
one loss; although forfeits Stout UCF- got a break when tory over UNI '. s Wayne
students.
the
opposing
team
failed
to
applayed as large a part as the
Henderson. A reversal, a near
participants did. ·
pear at all, giving the Knights fall, and then it was all over
Yes, I can hear you now, the fpotball program
In the first scheduled match a decisive 66-0 victory. This with a fall at the 3:20 mark.
. caused the deficit; it's not our fault. Well, quite
against Western Illinois the brought the wrestlers' record
whinning and do somethfng. You would think the
'no-show bug' ·attacked quickly for the week to 1-1 and allowed
Other UCF wrestlers
atheletic department was the national government
as the Knights could not field a them to rest up for an evening
fighting to victory were Russ
the way they fuss about who gets what. Then they
competitor in the 123 lb.
match with the Northern IlShenk, and Gary Laychek.
become so involved in spending money they don't
weight classification and pro- linois.
UCF finished the match with a
use it for who it was intended: the students. An
mptly dropped behind 6-0. The
In the final match of the
score of 48-12 and the week of
atheletic program is supposed to provide an area
UCF wrestlers then set to the - week the· Northern Illinois
forfeits came to an end with
for intercollegiate competition which will give
task at hand and won five of team appeared although they
two Knight victories against
name recognition to the school, which supposedly
bouts with wins left four of their team members one loss.
the next
makes it easier to get a job. Funny, I always
posted by;- Gary Laychar, Joe at home. This left them with
thought people were hired for their abilities.
Meier, Trent Smith, Mike. the formidable task of
During the two days a total
So yes, the time is here, the time for miracles, it's
Bouchard, and Mahmoud defeating at least six Central
of 17 forfeits were recorded, for
time the atheletic program got their act together.
Florida wrestlers to stand a
Kenareh. After building a 22-9
a total of 15 Knight victories
No wonder Coach Kamrad doesn't want his Crew
lead the Knights then retired chance of digging their way out
by forfeit versus 2 losses, and 9
team to become part of "the department". Anyone
real victories versus 5 losses.
for the evening, dropping the of the 24-0 hole. UCF started
for a Crew coach as atheletic director?

0

•

Forfeits decide 3 matches

six

•

"

•

•
•
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UCF·58, WIU·55

Lady Knights~75, ·UIC·60

The Lady Knights started things
off right, on the second day of the
New Year, beating Illinois-Chicago,
75-6p. The win marks UCF at the
halfway mark to their fourth 20-win
season in five seasons. "It's 9ur tenth
win and we're pretty happy about it,"
UCF head coach ·Joe Sanchez said.
"I'm just glad we won, really."
DeAnn Craft, 5-6 junior guard,
spent another da:y at the office scoring 20 points, handing out three
assists and collecting two steals.
Coming off the bench in the second
half, Catrina McCants scored 16
points to lead a UCF rally.
Although UCF's two star junior
forwaras, 5-10 Kristy Burns and 6-1
Susan Patz had only 12 points between them, the Lady Knights found a
cure. In the second half, Sanchez
brought 33 points off the bench purely by accident.
The first half ended in a tie at 27
and neither team shot or handled the
ball like they had played in '84. From
the field Ill-Chicago made 28 percent
of their shots, while UCF was a consistent 33 percent from both the field
and the free throw line.
Pam Gimson/Future
At 11:27 of the second half, UCF
held a slim 43-42 lead. Fearing he was
giving the 6-8 Flames too much ofKnight basketball player Stan Kimbrough avoids the aggressive
fense to work with, Sanchez sent
Brown University defenders and jumps clear for the shot, which may
. guards Kathlynn Eshoo, Fran Tabor,
decide the game. The final score, after 40 minutes of neck and
and McCants in the game to add to
neck basketball: University of Central Florida-51, Brown University-50.
the Lady Knights' defense. "They
,
went
in for defensive purposes," San••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
chez explained.' 'They played so well
who are playing with intensity, but it we could do.''
defensively, they created many opwas the combination of the two that · Kimbrough, on a pass from 6-7
portunities on offense."
gave UCF the winning edge. "Our junior center Dennis Lavender, tied
For the next five minutes Eshoo,
problein has not been playing with in- the game at 12:25 of the second half,
Tabor, and McCants, scored 17
tensity," Machock said. "There is a 34-34. Then Kimbrough scored eight
unanswered points, the latter scoring
difference between confidence,and in- of the next ten UCF points to boost a
12 of her 16 of the night.
tensity and I thought we had great 46-40 Knight lead.
With an unnel-ving defense that
confidence in the second half in what
SEE· KNIGHTS, PAGE 17 brought Ill-Chicago head coach Barb
Edwards to receive a technical foul in
protest, the Lady Knights' defense
Dan
Faison,
6-6
senior
forward,
·_UCF·.51, BU·50
ran the score up to 60-42.
scored 10 points in the Brown game,
It was like homecoµtlng for while he passed out four asaists and
McCants, a 5-9 freshman out of
basketball Monday night as the muscled nine rebounds.
Mobile, Alabama, didn't find her
Knights narrowly defeated Brown
spot, she found her entire game.
Next Thursday, Jan. f7, the
Averaging only 6.3 points per game
University, 51-50. The match was Knights will host Florida A @ M in
the first regular season men's game the UCF Gym. The Knights won
before the contest, Mccants put on a
show in the second half rally, hitting
in the UCF gym and the first game their first game of the season
John Friday had played in since the against F AMU and are looking for
two shots on the run, two 20 footers
from tlie left and the same from the
.season opener against Florida.
two in a row.
As the game's high scorer with 19
right.
UCF expects F AMU to apply
points, UCF'S 6-1 freshman point fullcourt pressure as they did
The 16 points, eight of nine from
guard Stan Kimbrough sank the against Stetson recently. FAMU's . ·the field, tops McCant's performance
final basket of the game at the up . front pressure can force turin the Indiana-Purdue at Indiana
buzzer. For a young man, fresh out novers and will force UCF head
game (UCF 100-IPI 61) when she
of high school, Kimbrough })as had Coach Chuck Machock to insert a sescored 15. "McCants was hqt," Santo become a leader of meri who have cond guard if the four forward set-up
chez explained. ''She is one of our betover a decade of expirience over him. does not beat the press.
ter shooters and we just gave her the
After ten games, Kimbrough has his
The Lady Knights host two teams
ball. They were leaving her alone.''
teammates respect.
"She is just a freshman, and
that will be all UCF can handle.
In addition to his point total, Kim- With a 15-4 record, the Lady
sometimes she plays just like a
brough worked for six rebounds, Knights are. an easy target for a
veteran. Catrina is basically a good
three assists and two steals. With all team looking for a big win. "It's
streak player and that's what she prothe things that have to be done to hard to keep going,. because
vided tonight.''
Pam Gimson/Future
make UCF a contender in Division I, everyone comes after you," UCF
Stan Kimbrough handles the ball as the point is taken care of for the next
STORIES BY
UCF's men gain a needed victory. three years.
SEE BROWN, PAGE 21 SCOTT GUNNERSON

The UCF men's basketball team
found themselves in a gut-checker,
after coming from behind and haying
to protect a vulnerable lead for the
last twelve minutes of the game
against Western Illinois. With the
firepower of Stan Kimbrough and
Dan Faison, UCF put their second
game in the win column, 58-55, Jan. 5
at the Civic Center.
The Knights' 6 foot 1 inch tall
freshman point guard Stan Kimbrough led UCF with 22 points and
four steals, hitting 8 of 13 from the
field. Faison scored 10 of his 16 from
the charity stripe, connecting on 10 of
13.
WIU took the lead with the opening
bucket and led at half, 27-22. The
Leathernecks led by eight points,
27-19, before Tom Cubit, a 6-3
sophomore guard, hit the front end of
one and one free throws. Cubit gives
UCF a strong physical player who is
not afraid to throw his body up
against the giant frames found Division I basketball. Faison and Cubit
are the only two remaining players
from last year's team that finished
15-13.
At the end of the first half UCF
trailed the Leathernecks in rebounding, 30-11, giving WIU lots of second chances at the basket. ''You
can't give them 20 points on second
effort shots,'' UCF head coach Chuck
Machock pointed out after the game.
"You can't give up 20 out of 27 points
on rebound baskets. You can't do that
and win a game."
Making only 32 percent from the
field in the first half, the Knights
were lucky to trail only by five.
In the second half the Knights
played with confidence. Machock
always has five players on the court

I
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USFL marches. into 1985 season
by Morgan Phllllps
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

As the college. and NFL
football seasons come to a
close it is time to prepare
EXPERIENCE THE FUN
yourself
for the other season,
AND FREEDOM OF
the
USFL.
ULTRALIGHT FLIGHT
In the restructured USFL
0 PILOT LICENSE REQUIRE
this year we have 14 teams,
FOR INFORMATION CALL ~
down two from last years 16,
NEW HORIZON
competing in two divisions
ULTRALIGHTS
for the honor of becoming the
Spring Football Champion·s.
The Eastern division is
Authorized Buccaneer Dealer
represented by the Baltimore
On Sales and Service
MANUFACTURED IN
Stars, Tampa Bay Bandits;
SEMINOLE COUNTY
New Jersey Generals, Birm~~~~~~~~~~~ ingham Stallions, Ja.:ksonville Bulls, Memphis
DISNEY AUDITION
Showboats, and · Orlando
Renagades, five of which are
. TOUR '85
Two exciting entertainment employment
returning from last year. The
opportunitie~._ ··
·Western ,division contains the
1. The WALT DISNEY WORLD Vacation
Oakland Invaders; Denver
Kingdom, near Orlando, Florida. is seeking
Gold, San Antonio · Gunslprofessional Dancers, §J.Qg~s and MJ:!Slca~
Theatre Actors/Actresses. Most positions are
~ngers, Houston Gamblers,
for full, one-year contracts with some summer
Arizona Outlaws, Portland
seasonal employment also available. Sorry,
Breakers, and Los Angeles
no professional instrumentalist auditions.
Express, also five of.which re2. The WALT DISNEY WORLD Vacation

331·1838

mained from previous season.
Teams vyhich are basically
the same and have just been
transplanted ai:_e the
Renegades, formerly the
Washingto:h. Federals, and the
Portland Breakers, who could
be called the "Portable"
Breakers after residing in ·
Boston and New Orleans in
previous ·seasons.
Last year's Oklahoma
Outlaws, Michigan .Panthers
and Chicago Blitz suffered
similar fates as they were absorbed by the Arizona
Wranglers, Denver Gold and
Memphis Showboats, respectively. Memphis and Denver
retain their old names, but
the Arizona team changed
theirs to display this years ac_quisi tion.
The final teams participating in the a_bsorbtion
and move~ent game were the
Pittsburgh Maulers, and
Philedelphia Stars. The two
Pennsylvannia teams merged, decided· they were worth
more, and both moved to

Baltimore. Baltimore fans are many people believe it to be.
As far as how well the
happy with the new
teams
will do this year, in the
Baltimore Stars especially
after their Colts defected to East five of the seven teams
have a good shot at the title
Indiana in the NFL.
What does all of this mean? with the Orlando and MemIs the USFL charging toward phis teams trying to rebuild
collapse? No, they are just in this year. Out of the teams in
the process of learning which the Western division only San
cities in the country will sup- Antonio and Oakland should
port a team. Note also that have trouble competing.
Looking_ at the team
only three of the USFL
teams' homes also play host schedules doesn't provide us
for an NFL team: Tampa, with any clues to the next
New .York (New Jersey), and USFL champions, all of the
Los Angeles. Of these . it is teams play all of the others
easy to see why the extrJ except one, and all of those in
t~ams are supported since their division twice.
two are the largest cities in
the country and Tampa's
Well since all obvious
NFL team doesn't really routes are exuasted I will
count anyway.
_base this on my best
Viewing these facts it precognitive guess. The winseems as if it II?-ay be possible ner of the Eastern division
for the USFL to survive, and will .be the mighty New
even someday compete with Jersey Generals, soon to be
the NFL. However, to achieve training at UCF, and the
this each city must support _ West will be taken by a young
its respective team and prove growing Houston Gambler
that the USFL is not, in fact, team led by quarterback from
the second rate organiza.tion the University of Miami.

•
•

Kingdom and DISNEYLAND (located in
Anaheim, California) are auditioning for the
All Americ~_CQ.!lege March in Band for each
Park. plus, the ~II American Colleg_e _~h~sl_@_
to per1orm at EPCOT Center. These positions
are for summerlong employment, beginning
June 3 and concluding on August 17.
AUDITION REQUIREMENTS :
·Talent :
• Must be 18 years of age by June 1, 1985.
College:
• Must be 18 years old/full-time college
Freshman, Sophomore. or Junior.
AUDITION SITE ' : Orlando. Florida
Talent Audition:
January 15, 1985, Tupperware Convention
Center, U.S. Highway 441 and 17-92
(South Orange Blossom Trail). Call:
Female 10:00 a.m., Male 2:00 p.m.
College Musicians:
·
January 19, 1985, Expo Center. 500 W.
Livingston Street. Audition Call 10:00 a.m.
- 5:00 p.m.

.,
•

For additional audition requirements and/or further
information, please call Disney Audition Tour '85.
(305) 824-54 78.
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UCF
POLITICAL
SCIENCE/
PRE-LAW UNION
PRESENTS
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A PRACTICE EXAM
AND.
INFORMATIONAL
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FORUM ON THE
LAW SCHOOL
ADMISSION TEST

AT
STUDENT CENTER AUD.
TEUSDAY JAN. 15TH
6:00 PM
$3.00 Admission Fee
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Give to the American Cancer Society.
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by Morgan Phillips

Kafta Kabob Dinner

$4.90
with any UCF l.D.,

r----------------------1

Buy. one entree and
get a second ·entree
<9f equal or lesser value>
for -112 pr.ice
t

·.>

I

I

)

«

677·4495
One coupon per party.
Not valid with any other dlsco~nt
6r special.
Please present coupon before
servtceperson totals check.
Expires Aug. 31, 1985

Dinner Hours:
5pm-10pm

6574 University Dr.

Orlando, Fl.
~----------------------~

.
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)
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Former Steeler QB joins UCF
as offensive coordinator
third downs and crucial situations. When
asked which 'big name' team his offense will
resemble, he remarked that the team which
With the arrival of a new head coach and would come closest would be this year's
offensive coordinator, UCF football enters Boston College squad.
the ''Aerial Age.''
In explaning how he arrived at his
One of the developers of the new attack is ·coaching philosophy Kruczek said that he
offensive coordinator and quarterback coach, has been influenced by all his form~r experiences which include working at Boston
Mike Kruczek.
Kruczek spent last year acting as a · College, Pittsburgh, Washington, and FSU.
quarterback and receiver coach with the Former mentors include Chuck Noll, coach of
.USFL Jacksonville Bulls, and also has ex- the Steelers and Joe Walton, current coach of
the New York Jets. "I feel that a coach ·has
perience as a quarterback coach at FSU.
When asked about the UCF offensive to be able to relate with his players to be efoutlook for next season Kruczek stated that fective;'' he explained, ''that way he knows if
at this level teams that can throw and catch they are playing the way they are capable of
will be able to win. He continued.to say that playing."
Mike Kruczek grew up in Fairfax, Virginia
the Knight attack will consist of a multiple
formation offense which may include varia· and graduated from a 4 year Military school
tions on the standard pro-set, the one-back in D.C. before attending Boston University.
offense used by many NFL teams currently, While Kruczek was at BC playing for the
the i-formation, and even some sets with four Golden Eagles he earned a degree in
wide-outs. "The changes in formation will Marketing and proceeded to sign as a NFL
hopefully confuse the players on the other quarterback with the World Champion Pittteam," Kruczek explained.
sburgh Steelers. He remained with the
In respo~se to the question of having to ·s teelers for five seasons earning two ·super
memorize the extra plays and formations be- Bowl rings. After the 1979 season the
ing tough on the piayers, Kruczek remarked, Steelers traded Kruczek to the improving
''The players will not be memorizing the for· Washington team· where he 'remained for · a
mations." He then clarified himself by say- season. Since this time he has been coaching
ing that players would learn to use the for- quarterbacks in college and the pros with the
mations and plays to put them to their best Florida State Seminoles and the Jacksonville
use in the game. As an example, Kruczek Bulls. This is the first time Kruczek has been
cited a time during his career with the given the opportunity to show his talent as
Washington Redskins when the team used an offensive coordinator.
one play in 13 different formations for a . In conclusion he predicted that if the team
distinct advantage. He then added that is _able to work under his system the football
hopefully the offense can play well enough to program should see a good ·deal of improvestay in its two back pro-set all the time but if ment in the coming season and hopefully will
not the other formations are available for grow with the university.
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

BA BA'S
RESTAURANT

,,

I
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Earn Over $900 A Month
While Still In School. .

(

WELL BRAND
'MIX.ED DRINKS
FROM 9·10
2FOR1
FROM lO·CLOSE

Juniors! Seniors! If you're a math, engineering or physical sciences major,
·
you might qualify to get a check for
more than $900 every month.
It's part of the Navy's Nuclear
Propulsion Officer Candidate
Program. And the nearly
$22,000 you can earn while
still in school is just the
start . .
When you successfully
complete your studies and
become a Naval officer, you
$6,000
--~ ~
.. ;.
receive an. additional
..
bonus . On top of that you receive a year of graduate-level training you can't
get anywhere else at ~my price .
As an officer iri today's N.uclear Navy you have a career advantage no civilian
job can offer. The Navy operates over half the nuclear. ~eactors in America.
The early responsibility and unequalled experience you get as a member of
the nuclear _propulsion officer team place you among the nation's most
respected professionals in one of the world's fastest growing fields .
In addition to the professional advantages, as a nuclear-trained officer, after
four years with regular promotions and pay increases y~u can be earning as
much as $37 ,400. That's in addition to a full benefits package.
Find out more about the unique and rewarding Nuclear Propulsion Officer
. Candidate Program. Call or write the Naval Management Programs Office:

4070 Boulevard Center Dr.
Jacksonville, FL 32207-2897
1-800-342-7108

ACROSS FROM FASHION SQUARE

Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast.
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Spring Leisure Class
Schedule

N. of Weeks F;rs.t l\.1 °et

Place

Days

Time

Jazz-N-Dance

T&R

6p - 7p

8

1/29

SCA

Dance-N-Shape

T&R

5p - 6p

8

1/29

SCA

Aerobics

MW&F

4p - QP

8

1/28

SCA

Scuba

SAT

5

1126

UCF POOL

Photography

R

6

1/31

SC 212

' 9a - 3p
6:30p - 8:30

Ground School
SAT
Ba - 5p
For Private
Pilots License
SUN
*Sign up for one weekend ONLY

Dog Obedience
Training

w

Silk Flower
Arranging

T & R

Classical Ballet

w

1/26 & 27
2/9 & 10
2/23 & 24
3/9 & 10
3/23 & 24
4/13 & 14

1

7p -Sp

8

1/30

8

1/29

SSB 143

SCA

~-'--

SC211

1 ,· 23

Registration ~an 7 - 25

1
,

•

• •

•

\

~ 1 ";J·

~lf; ~·
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Last Year's Mo.st Popular ~88- Program
. TOM DELUCA
MONDAY, JANUARY 14--SCA 8:00pm
FREE with Student ID--General $1. so
Anyone who has seen Tom will tell you how funny
he is. Get therl! early because Tom will fill the SCA.
PAC

IS 1-'llNIH: ll T llllOllCill T il t-: AcTIVl'fl ES , ...; u

s~: H VH ' F Ft-:..:s.

\ S \1.1.(lt" \ TFU B'1' T ll E STlJl>E:"/'I' G nv•: HNME'\: T

FIFTH ANNUAL
MIDDAY
OBSERVANCE
OF THE BIRTHDAY OF
DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
Tuesday - January 15, 1985

Midday Observation

,,..~

T ii t-: UNIVl-: ll S I TY O F CEN Tll i\ I. F 1.0 /llll A.

MEN OF UCF

CALENDAR .
. ON SALE NOW!

~lack~tubent ~nion
(305) 275-2285

•

•

in

For Further Inforniation Contact:
or

•

..

11 :30 A.M.
University of Central Florida
Student Center Auditorium
Free

_ (305j 275-2450

•

•

the Student Center
.6......

~

. ...
:,)

•
,

·>

•
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Super Bowl XIX is rapidly approaching and Don
Shula and his Miami Dolphins prepare to meet the
San Fransisco 49ers in Palo Alto, California. Ask
,, two experts who will win and most likely you will
get two different answers. No, the point spread will
not suffice here. Trends and superstitions will have
to be the deciding factor this time around. Let's
compare the two team's pasts and see if any insight
as to the winner might come from that.
Okay, first the Dolphins. Don Shula has guided
,, Miami to the championship four times previously.
This appearance will mark the second time in three
years that the Fins have contended for the title.
• However, in Miami's last shot against the
Washington Redskins the Dolphins were blown out
of the stadium by the Redskins awesome running
., attack, something they have been slightly troubled
by this season...
San Fransisco has only been to the Super Bowl
once. This will mark the second berth in four years
for the 49ers but the telling difference is that in the
last bowl San Fransisco emerged victorious over
the Cincinnati Bengals. Bad news for the Dolphins.
,, While Miarµi has total bowl appearances by a landslide, somehow the most recent games seem to

_,;:::===::;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-:um=·.;,fo:rm=s-:a:n~d-=s~ho:w:-:,u:p~f:or~t~h=e-:g:a:m=e~.A~s-;,far=-:a:s-:p~la::c:-e

weigh more heavily.
Round one goes to the 49ers.
Time to move ~n to the teams themselves. San
Fransisco is definately the most balanced team in
professional football today. Offense, defense,
special teams, ect. all recieve ratings of
"excellent". When se~ching for weaknesses on
this team, you don't try to find bad points, you look
for: what is not quite outstanding. The 49ers
regular season record of 15-1 attests to the teams
consistency. They take-everyone seriously and the
Dolphins will be no exception. No unprepared
squads on either side here.
Miami, however is not so solid. The "Killer Bee"
defense, so named because 9 defensive starters
have last names starting with the letter B, has
more ups and downs than a yo-yo. Flip a coin,
heads they play well, tails they fust put on their

kicking goes, Miami has been steady. Right, steadily bad. Uwe Von Schamann is asking to be traded.
Enough said in that area. Oh boy, this· is my
favorite: offense. The Dolphins may well have the
greatest quarterback to ever play the game. Add to
that one of the NFL's best offensive lines, a couple
of Marks, Duper and Clayton that is, and mix. The
results? One big, bad scoring machine. An offense
so potent that this writer is betting it can once
again make up for the troubled defense and kicking
game. I take Miami's one strength over San Fransisco's balance.
Round two goes to the Dolphins.
Of course even this writing can not completely ignore the point spread. Miami is the underdog. One
more'small point in their favor. When the Dolphins
are picked to win, get worried.
Time for my pick, right? Wrong. This one will be
too tough for any such nonsense as an early choice.
I'll wait for any last minute happenings.
However, watch next week for a special Super·
Bowl edition of "Pigskin Picks" when sports writer
Scott Gunnerson and I will finally give our expert
analysis of this classic matchup~

The scars

.Of aD abused Child lit
_:fr:_ National
Committee for
Prevention of Child.Abuse
can stay with us
.
all his life. Help us get to the heart o1 the pi'oblem.
·

·

We Do More

Than Keep The Books

AT YOUR LIBRARY

l!WI
T~is ~ewspaper & The Advertising Council. ~S

Write: Prevent Child Abuse, Box 2866, Chicago, Illinois 60690
Public Service of

NEW YEAR SALE

Sorority Rush
Parties begin
January. 16, 1985

SOFTWARE, PRINTERS, ACCESSORIES AND SUPPLIES
AT SALE PRICES TO CELEBRATE THE NEW YEAR.
WE SUPPORT APPLE, ATARI, COMMODORE, IBM
PC & IBM PCjr.
SALE ENDS JAN. 23rd.
HOURS:
MON.·FRI. 10·7
SATURDAY 10·6 ·

894·3304

Discount ·prices
Knowledgeable staff

Herdon Plaza across
from Fashion Sq. Mall

Take Off On A High-Flying
CareerAs AFlight Officer.
Sig·n up now!

SC 207

Be part of the Navy aviation team-a Naval Hight Officer. As a flight
officer, you'll be responsible for controlling complex, on-board weapons
and navigation systems on sophisticated Navy aircraft. As a flight officer,
you'll be given advanced technical training. You'll gain early
responsibility. And you'll have the chance for worldwide travel.

QUALIFICATIONS: Minimum BA/BS degree (summer graduates may
inquire). Applicants must be no more than 29 years old and have vision
correctible to 20/20. Relocation required. Applicants must pass
aptitude and physi~al examinations and qualify for security clearance.
U.S. citizenship required.
BENEFITS: Excellent package includes·30 days' earned annual vacation.
Medical/ dental/low-cost life insurance coverage and other tax-free
incentives. Dependents' benefits available. Promotion program included.

Call 275-2177 for more information!

PROCEDURE: Send resume to, or call: Naval Management Programs.
4670 Blvd Center Dr.
Jacksonville, FL 32207-2897
1-800-342-7108

Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast.
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STILL RENTING?
WHY NOT GRADUATE
TO HOME OWNERSHIP!
With R.C.A. Homes!

TWO EXcmNG NEIGHBORHOODS BY R.C.A. HOMES
HELP YOUR FOLKS EARN WHILE YOU J.EARN!

CONDOMINIUMS

Close to Campus and A Lot
More ••• from $48,900!

Orange County's Best Home
Value ••• '~om $42,490!

Imagine a modern townhome community just two
minutes from the UCF campus! Sussex Place is a
young, dynamic community of two-bedroom, twobath villas with exciting amenities and features in a
class by themselves! .Like lush carpeting, private
. patios, deluxe dishwashers, generous closet space,
and more! Now you can live the good life off campus
while helping your folks build homeowner's equity!
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Colonial Dr.
East-West E~
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Get into the swim of recreational Hying at its best, at
del Rey! Enjoy tennis and racquetball courts, a sparkling swimming pool, and spa - the perfect amenities to help you unwind after a long day at the campus. And look at these outstanding features: spacious bedrooms with walk-in closets, private patios
and balconies, thoughtfully designed one- ·and two~droom floor plans, and more! Convenient to UCF,
del Rey offers you a great lifestyle while offering yo~
parents all the advantages of home ownership!'
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60
East-West Exp.

c(

*SUSSEX

PLACE

..

Lake Underhill Rd .. Martin
DMarietta
Plant

3051281-6393

3051275·1314

Located 1/8 mile east of Alafaya Trail on HWY 50.

Locat~ east of 436 on Curry Ford Road.

•

WE WELCOME
BROKER

COOPERATION
'11¥iere •Eiegaru:e :'.\-feel' -Vfim!a6ifity!

A Division of Residential Communities of America

•
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O Intramural Sports
The Intramural Sports
schedule kicks off with
basketball and soccer entries due next week on Tuesday and Wednesday, Jan. 15
and 16. Captains' meetings
are scheduled for 4 p.m. each
day in the Recreational Services building, room 11 7.
There will be separate
leagues for men and women,
with different levels of competition offered for different
ability levels.
Team captains or in-

0

19

0

D Dance Classes
Recreation,al Services is
offering students free noontime ~tness classes 'in free
exercise on Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday and
aerobic dance on Tuesdays
dividuals wanting to get on and . -Thursdays in the
a team call 275-2408 or ·stop 11!-ultipurpose room of the
by Rec. Services room 101 Education Building. The
for more information and en- classes, from 12-1 p.m. pr<>:
try forms.
vide a good aerobic workout
This year we plan a and should improve your
separate no press, no fast · fitness level and general
.break basketball league for outlook on life.
faculty and staff.

s

KNIGHTS
·FROM PAGE 1l
UCF's young point guard,
who has to work with players
almost a decade older than
himself, had added incentive
to play well. WIU starting
center Bobby Jordan played
on Kimbrough's basketball
team at St. Joseph's High
School in Cleveland, Ohio.
Kimbrough took advantage
of the reunion by outscoring
his former teammate 22-2.
Once the UCF lead reached

the five minute mark of the
second half, WIU began to
send the Knights to the free
throw line in an attempt to
get the ball back and score.
If UCF had made their
season average 67 percent
from the foul line, the game
would have ended in a tie or
worse. Instead the Fighting
Knights hit 18 of 23 free
throws (78 percent) in thesecond half. For the last four
minutes of the game, the only
shot UCF took was fr«;>m thP
·foul line.
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SUSAN'S SNOWSKI CLUB ·

Get hot ·
tips on · :
crime
prevention!

$125

(
.11

./ ®'

. "gauranteed skiing"

Write to:

McGruff™

Crime Prevention Coalition

* GRAND OPENING *

EEK END

Box 6600

Rockville, Md. 20850

Beech-Sugar Mtn. N.C.
Includes round trip, lodging (Winnebago)
Groups from I to I 00
Leaves l/18/85 4:00 p.m Returns l/21/85 6:00 a.m

TAKE A BITE OUT OF

CBI

Tower Place

O© ©()©©©Ot9C0©©<0©<0€) ©©t>©<:;

s 's

CENTRAL FLORIDA'S GREATEST
IB' HOME INVESTMENT

o

. 0 [a'
0 iB'
0 fB'
0 [B'
0 [B'
0 [B'

0
0
0

.,
•

100 acre recrt!at1onal park including
tennis. racquelball basketball 1ogg1ng
1ra1ls. IOI lot. lake. barbeque grills & more

A

GARB.t-.G:: DISPOSAL

SPRINKLER SYSTEM
SUPER-SAFE SECURITY
STE EL DOORS -

SAFE TY LOCKS

AWARD WINNING DESIGNS
CHOICE OF DECORATOR COLORS
INSULATED GLASS WINDOWS

2 CEILI NG FANS (INSTALLED)
MIN I BLINDS
MARBLE TILE ENTRYWAY
MARBLE WI NDOW SILLS

0 iB'
0 iB'
0 ~
0 [!1'

GOURMET KITCHEN CABINETS

I

..

l

~ f

..
~

-.

(MICA EUROPEAN STYLED)
WALL TO WALL CARPET

(PLUSH WITH PAD) (MOHAWK)

CERAMIC TILE IN TUBS
INLAID KI TCHEN ARMSTRONG LINOLEUM
INDIVIDUAL CENTRAL HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING
CABLE T.V. WIRED .

[B' FULLY INSULATED

[]

~ ~Mrn~Et J'J,~~AGE ROOM~

0

[B' WC]£~~s~

o

IB' ALL CLOSING COSTS INCLUDED

51/;f pLo DOOR

!

'

•

•

:

.--·- ~,4

CUP & SEND FOR MORE INFORMATION
TO: CASA p ARK VlLLA.5
toS:l M AIT l.AN l )('E 'TE H ('OMMO!'i:-;

1 P.O. KO:\ it2SM. MAITLA:-.l l >. FL.\ .:l:!7:11
I YOUR NAME
; STREET & NO.

I
I

CITY
YOUR PHON

ST ATE

•

•

-----··········-····-·

I
I

..

[] [!:'.!' ONE YEAR WARRANTY ·

---'!:

I '-

r.:;it

l!:J

0. fa'

0

> jf.,
_ /$1
•

Plus ...

WA~H 1 NG MACHIN:::

CLOT!-'E5 DRYER

0 [a'

g~
! ..

Your own pool , heated
jacuzzi & sauna at
The Villas.

17 CLI FT AUTO. CE REFR IGERATOR
DISH WASHER

MARBLE VANITY TOPS

When You Purchase a
Home at Casa Park
Villas You Also Get
As An extra Bonus

..

GENUINE TILE ROOFS

[B'° RANGE HOOD I FAN
[B' PATIOS & PRIVACY FENCING
[B' MATURE LANDSCAPING

0 iB'
D [B'
O [B'
O [B'
O [a'
O [B'
O [a'

0

Full Membership in
Tuscawilla Country
Club.
Plus ...

co

©
1478 Semoran Blvd. <9
678·7269 Casselberry~

10376 E. Colonial Dr.
..1((' 0

••

¥-

.

~ 273·4440 Union Park

331-12.11 273-8'643

Casa Pork Villas is a Tuscawilla
community of two-and three-bedroom townhome villas designed to
combine the best of country club living with the convenience· of the city.
Outstanding amenities and location
offer every opportunity for the active
life. A long list of exceptional features typical of country club
elegance and a suprisingly low
price make Casa Park Villas one of
the area's truly superb home values.

Market Square

ZIP ____ _
-

--

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

LIVE
IN ..

··-··-·-·····-·------· *

Based on one year ARM. See salesperson for details.

•
•
BROKER PARTICIPATION lNVITED

SALES BY:
TUSCA WILLA REALTY, INC.

•
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CANDIES
MOOTSIE TOOTISES
SWAUOWS
EVERY DAY LOW PRICES
59.99

• DRESS
CASUALS
t"
SANDALS
ili' · HANDBAG BONANZA FAMOUS BRANDS
58.88 EA
9 WEST
TOTE BAGS $8.88
GLORIA VANDERBILT
$1.00 OFF WITH STUDENT I D .
BANDALINO'S

~

(')

Lady ·Knights power past a
hciples.s UMES team 96·62

FAMOUS NAMES

('.1

,~ t"'

\. .·
S

•
•

' ·

•

·

•

.,

•

•

·•

.--

--

' .·.

.

•

I_,

r

• Equipment Sa les
• OpPn n days a week
• Accelera tf'd F ree
Fall Course

•

·.

.....

•

•

j

.

813·788·5591

ROADRUNNER

PIZZA~

FREE DELIVERY.
121NCH
8 SLICES
CHEESE ONLY.. ..
5.00
EACH
ADDITIONAL
TOPPIN!3 . . . . . . . .

181NCH
12 SLICES
7 .00

.75 ·

1.00

DAILY DOUBLE PIZZA

•

!:,.

• Area's Largest Cen ter
• First Jump Coursr
(squ a re main pa rachutes)

World's Best known Parachute Center

..

r------------------

.

: S. KYDIVE·Z·HILLS:~
·.

FUTURE STAFF WRITER

10376 EAST COLONIAL DRIVE
ORLANDO, FLORIDA
TOWER PLACE
( ACROSS FROM WINN DIXIE I
TELEPHONE 305 / 275-8860

- -.- .-

r

by Scott Gunnerson

LOW PRICE OF $15.99

with minimum purchase of $8.88

STORE HOURS
MON.- THURS. 9-6
. FRI.9-8
SAT.9-5
CLOSED SUNDAY
- _- - - - - -

r-----------'---------

NOW
OPEN
FOR
- LUNCH

TWO THICK CRUST
10'' ' PIZZAS
FOR ONE PRICE
CHEESE ONLY . . . .

6 ,09

EA.CH

To her opponents, she has been a game
stopper with her clutch shooting and this
week the game was stopped in her honor.
Susan Patz, 6-1 junior foward, scored her
1,000 point as a Lady Knight, as her 18
point s powered UCF past t he University of
Maryland-Eastern Shore, 96-62.
In only her third year as a Lady Knight,
Patz plays with the poise of a senior. This
season Patz has average 14.3 points per game
and 6.6 rebounnds per contest.
UCF head Coach Joe Sanchez can still
remember a shy skinny girl with braces when
Susan, product of Orlando-Boone High
School, first started in the UCF program.
"We've built with her," Sanchez said. " She's
been here for three years
and we've· moved
I
her into the big forward position. Any time
we can get her isolate· her one on one inside,
we are going to get her the basketball.''
Her best scoring performance came against
Sam Houston State, when Patz led the Lady
· Knights in both scoring, 29 points, and rebounding, with 7 boards. .
Patz when right to work on Wednesday
night, in the first game of a then bill with the
men's team in the night cap, making the
opening -bucket and scoring 9 of the first 14
UCF points. With a 14-2 lead, four minutes
into the contest, the Lady Knights were
never challenged again in the game.
But still when you watch the Lady Knights
(13-4), Patz just fits into the flow of tne game,
getting her points when they come her way.
She is hitting 48.2 percent from the field this
season, 6 of 9 against UMES, and 80.4 at the
free throw line, 6 of 'J against UMES.
Just as important as Patz, Lady Knights
5-10 junior forward Kristy Burns also put 18
points on the board and pulled down four rebounds. Burns leads U('.F in scoring with 317
points, averaging 18. 7 points per game.

Before coming into the UMES game, Burns'
was hitting 52.8 percent from the field.
For UMES, a team that relied more on one
on one play, could manage to shoot only 33
percent form the field. Although UMES out
rebounded UCF 49-34, UMES could not get
the second shots to fall. Monica Felder, 5-8
freshman forward, led UMES in scoring ~th
20 points and grabed eight rebounds. UMES
5-7 sophomore guard Glenda McDougal led
her team in rebounding with with a game
hi g h 13.
Almost half of UCF's points came from
Sanchez's mobile bench crew. The Lady
Knights second unit outscored their counterparts, 47-15. Two freshman guards had great
games as they t ook advantage of UMES's
pourous defense. Catrina McCants, 5-9 guard
who has started three games for the Lady
Knights, scored 10 ·and anticapated two
steals.
But freshman 5-8 guard out of South
Williamson, Kentucky brought excitment to
the UCF gym. With two twenty foot jump
shots that hit all net and scoring on a diving
drive to the basket, Sabrina Tussey opened
up a 37-17 lead over UMES in the first half.
Tussey scored a season high nine points, hitting three of four from both the field and the
free throw line.
Tussey not only played. her game of tM
season, nine points as well as two steals, she
gave the Lady Knights the best point guard
play of the game. "I thought Tussey played
the best of all of our point guards,''.Sanchez
declared after the 96-62 victory. "She's here
to develope this season, but she migh~
develope quicker than we think. She ran the
smoothess offense for· us today.''
Sanchez's bench has been a major compo- .
nent of the Lady Knights success. UCF brings all seven off the bench and all seven.contribute. "If I have a choice, I want to try to
play at least ten players," Sanchez explained.
"Thats been our thing, if somebody's not
playing well we put somebody else in and
they pick up the tempo for us."

TAKE A BITE OUT OF

277·7777

~llME

ADDITIONAL.

TOPPING. .. .....

.75

I~-------T--------~
s 1 OFF ANY I 4 FREE PEPSI'S I
LARGE PIZZA
~RGE
I
I
I
I
.v
I
I
WITH ANY

L

NOT VALID WITH
ANY OTHER COUPON
OR sPECIAL

'

TWO ITEM PIZZA.
NOT AUD WITH ANY
OTHER COUPON OR SPECIAL

------- -----EXPIRES 1/20/85

..

EXPIRES 1/20/85

-

'

-

•

• TEST-N-TAPE®LIBRARY
• RE INFORCEMENT TEST
• HOMESTUDY PACKET

TAN WITHOUT THE SUN

CLASSES STARTING

Anyone who can tan in the sun WILL tan
with the WOLFF System quickly, safely
and comfortably.
We invite you to come in and experience:
our Wolff tanning beds. Keep your tan
looking great all winter. First visit FREE!

LSAT
JAN 19
FEB 5

8 visits $49.50
Open Mon.-Sat. 9am-8pm
Master Card-Vita
Panama Jack Products

MCAT ·
JAN 28
FEB 24

10% Student Discount
Membership Available

TAN·FASTIQUE
TANNING SALON
Tower Place
10376 E. Colonial Dr.
Suite 113
Orlando, Fl 32817
Phone: 282·6042
.
DISTRIBUTORS OF WOLFF SUN SYSTEMS

GRE
FEB 1_4

(f

~.Jl .call Dap, Eyealngs & ~ebnd.' ·

MPIAN - 678~8400
'.
.
'

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER

.. -...

•

" ·-...

TEST PREPARATION 'SPECIAllSTS ' SrNCE 1938-·
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HURRY!
.Only A Few Units L,H

: ~::

For only 5% down
- you get all these
standard features:
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Microwave
Washer
Dryer
Refrigerator
Rqnge
Dishwasher
·Burglar Alarm
Drapes
and more.
.
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Bedroom ·
13• •
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Living Room
up-.-.--

Bedroom 13 4

:·.:

·
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•

11•
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~
. . ·· :

GROUND FLOOR

SECOND FLOOR

.,.

. .

* * Cambridge. Circle * *

•

RENTALS AVAILABLE NOW
.

'

.

.

A few new units are still available for rent,
for information ori units or roommatE:ts call
Cary_
I Stevens 277-0493
University Blvd.

·Cambridge Circle

UCF
·.......0

>< ....~

ftl
;:·

S.R. 50

I

Sales Information CallJohn Nauman or David Parker
(305) 273-0990
Advantage Development Corporation

I

Hours: ·9_5 -Mon.-Fri,
Weekends by
Appointment

•
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PASS CLAST?

Three books written

ESPECIALLY
To teach the C_LAST objectives. ·
GETIING READY FOR THE CLAST, s10 .95, 154 pp.
Sample tests and instruction in reading, writing and

mathematics
COLLEGE MATH REVIEW, $12.95, 2so pp.
Thousands of CLAST examples and sample tests.
COMPETENCY IN COLLEGE MATHEMATICS, $18.95, 495 pp.
Teaches all the CLAST objectives in CLAST format,
notation, and ·thrust. Especially strong in logic.
Ask in your

COLLEGE BOOKSTORE NOW!!

H&H Publishing Company, Inc., 1117 Webb Drive, Clearwater,
FL 33515, Ph. (813) 447-0835.
.

DON'T TRADE
THAT CAR!
. Let the experts make your car
run like new again!

BROWN

7:30 p.m.
Radford features a player
whose name precedes her.
.Younger sister of Ralph
women' s head basketball Sampson, 6-2 sophomore
Coach Joe Sanchez com- center Joyce Sampson led a
mented. "Ymi have a winning Radford that finished last
record and they come after season with a 23-5 mark. Radford averages 6-2 across the
you."
Against both Radford, on front line.
Saturday 11, and North
NC-Charlotte, 21·8 last
Carolina-Charlotte; on Mon- season, will come to Orlando
day 14, UCF will be under- with All-American candidate
dogs that will hav-e to play Candy Lucas. In the last two
team basketball. Both games · season the 5-9 senior guard
will be in the UCF Gym at averaged 18.9and19.6 points

FROM 11'

\'AN EXTRAORDINARY MOVIE!.'
-Newsw- David Amen

"So compelling dnd convincing you can't tear your eyes from the screen.
It is not to be missed."
Nt •W \ W f .. •I.

•

MOTORS -TRANSMISSIONS
Repaired • Overhauled • Rebuilt

AUTO·REBUILDERS
422~2222
Free Towing - Easy Credit

UCF DISCOUNT

With ·a Citizen 24 Card, you have 24 hour banking
at two locations, at 156 Geneva Drive in Oviedo, '
and at our UCF facility acrO$S from the
Administration·Building. Citiz~ns 24 offers a number
of services, including withdrawals, transfers,
loan payments, deposits and balance inquiries.
Come· in and let us show you how easy it is
to use a Citizens 24 Card.

~

l'i J\' 11 1 j\11 .. 1 •1

- "The best film I've seen this year. At its best. movies just don't get any better."
1.,1111 IM1•1 11111\Jl\ l11t• ll•• I

l1•• •l'.1 • •\Jt• I

./

"Unforgettable. A movie to haunt your memory. One .o f the ten best
of the year."
• 11 '. M '" ' lll' \l~ •' l'I< ', l'. 1'

H11·

"One of the year's best movies. A stirring true story of friendship and valor
that captures human drama with true compassion . It has one of the most
compelling conclusions you 'll'ever see."
11•, M1 1u1111111) •,1 1111111•1 1• ,.1 .,11•1! 11

-c 1t·1zENS BANK
-NEVER CLOSES

k

per game. Up front for NCCharlotte will be Kristin
Wilson, 6-2 sophomore forward, who ave~aged 11.2
points per game last year.

"Powerful and Exhilarating 1 An indelible portrait of all the conflicting
emotions with. which journalists experience war. An extraordinary movie."•
Vo 1u 111•

M 11llvl h l'. lu •ll

"If you see no more than one film a year.
make it this one. Oscar nominations are clearly
on the way."
Jl~ i p lp MC1\J t ll1F\~ J•p fp r lr t l VP l!i

'"Th~

Killing Fields' is not a film you can afford to miss."

Ju dith C'usl Svn91coled Co1um11ost

156 GENEVA DRIVE• P.O. BOX ?29

•OVIEDO. FLORIDA 32765
~(305)365·6611

.\.:J

MEMBERFOtC

·

·,

MOONLITE'S

CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS
(Our Specialty)
10% discount with student I.D.

FREE SCREENING
Warner College S_
howccse

or mention this ad.
comer of University and· Goldenrod
in the Jiffy Plaza

Tuesday January 15th
7:00 and 9:45 p.m.
FASHION .SQUARE I THEATRE
Please arrive early as seating is limited
and on a first come first seNe basis.

I
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A·Good Investment
n
Youl'
Education?
· 2 Bed/2 Bath Townhomes
only

$430

mo. P & I*

'.' My Parents made a good investment here. We looked at all-the
communities on Alafaya Trail and this is the best. It's quiet nere with a
nice atmosphere and you have privacy. You can't lose here."
- Roger Larreur
Columbia, Mary land

.

.,.

)! FoxHunt Lanes
1. 2 Miles From Campus On A,lafaya
*A Tremendous ·Investment:
• Purchase price $53,900
• Only 5% down, $2700 (owner
occupied)
• No closing costs
• $430/mo. P & I
• Guaranteed 9.5 % interest rate
first year
One mile north of Highway 50 on Alafaya
Trail 1.2 miles from campus. Furnished
model open daily Monday-Saturday, 10AM6PM, Sunday, 12Noon-6PM
·

Univers.ity Blvd.

cc
M

•

":::!'

c::

cJ5

~

•

~~

Westii1ghous<:

.,

- -

- - - -1

I
I

D

•

~
.

305-282-4393
After hours: (305) 422-1111

I

------'

~artin Marietta

Lk. Underhill Rd .

~~

lJCF

Col<>nial Drive: (llwy ';0)

· East W<:st Exprc:ssway

, :.

~

•
•
•
•
•
•

Vaulted ceilings
Open, .spacious floor plan
Large master bedroom suite
Cable TV available
Sparkling skylights
Charming loft

INVESTORS - Foxhunt Lanes is ideally located close to UCF, Westinghouse and the new East Martin Marietta plant Single
units to quadraplexes are available with low-down financing.
•sale price_$53,900, $2700 down. 9.5% percentage rate first year. Note a~crual rate indexed to frmonth Treasury bill 12.50%.
APR 14.54%.
-

ra
associates, inc.

Goodman-Payton

ru•llOR·

•
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UNION PARK PHARMACY
10376 E. Colonial Dr. Tower Place

8 A.M. - 8 P.M.
•

UCF Cagers fall to EIU
by Scott Gunnerson - -· FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Monday - Saturday

After gaining the lead, 24-23 at 8:05 of the
first half, UCF allowed Eastern Illinois to
outscore them 20-4 to take a 43-28 score into
halftime. E IU gained only three more points
CIGARETTES
10% DISCOUNT ON
in the second half to hand the Knights their
ALL BRANDS
ANY PRESCRIPTIONS
tenth loss, 97·79 Jan. 2.
$8.37 CTN+S.TAX
WITH UCF 1.0.
UCF' s 6-6 senior Dan Faison led all scorers
in the game with 26 points and pulled down
Ali Yousuf, R.PH.
ten rebounds ..However, Faison made only 10
R.E. Webb, R.PH.
275·5855
of 23 shots from the field for a net of 40 per.....___._._._._._._._.___.__.__.__.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil! cent. In contrast, the Panthers hit 57 percent.
E IU head coach Rick Samuels, knowing
that UCF had lost their only center to an
eligibility problem held back his ace at the
. start of the ' game. But when Samuels
·unleashed his 7-0 junior Kevin Duckworth
halfway through the first half, the Panthers
became uncontrollable.
.
Prescriptions filled
Contact Lenses
Duckworth, who comes from generations of
Lenses duplicated
Contact Lens Solutions
soft shooting big men, scored six of his 20
Repairs
Sunglasses

WE MEET OH BEAT ALL
PRESCRIPTION PRICES

OPT1cA~

•

Virginia "Ginger" Aldrich
Licensed Optician
10% Discount on Frames and Lenses
with UCF l.D.

.Tower Place
10376 E. Colonial Dr.

Salulci~

FUTURE STAFF WRITER

The inside play of Southern Illinois strong
forward Cleveland Bibbens, who posted 13
points and 13 rebounds, overwhelmed a
centerless Central Florida. Although the
UCF Knights held their own through the first
half, SIU's depth wore out the first year Division I program, 76-65.
SIU head coach Allen Van Winkle
• OFFICE SUPPLIES ,
substituted freely throughout the game. In
• OFFICE ·FURNITURE
uncommon Van Winkle style, the steel cool
coach used eleven players in key situations.
•MACHINES
The Saluki bench outscored their host's
• DRAFTING &ENGINEERING SUPPliES
pine crew 35-0. Both Bernard Campbell with
12 points and Tony Snooks with 8 came off
Van Winkle's bench to make certain that SIU
ended 1984 on a winning note.
With a tough road ahead in winning the
Missouri Valley Conference, Van Winkle
WE4nted to make sure all the parts are work·
ing. "We just made up our minds that we
wanted to come in here before conference play
and make sure ·everybody's had some playing
9AM TO 5:30PM
experience," Van Winkle commented after
MON THRU SAT
the game.
)
7464 UNIV. BLVD
"I thought it was a good game. Everybody
WINTER PARK
played tonight, but eveybody played with a
9, 8, 10, 7 and 11 point kind of lead. It was
still a game and we still had to do things
right.''
•
UNIV BLVD. AND GOLDENROD RD .
In a rare start, 6-5 sophomore gilard Doug
In Winn Dixie Shopping Plaza
Novsek started the game for SIU and con~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ tributed 10 points. Novsek was perfect from
the foul line hitting eight straight. Roy Birch,
normal SIU starting guard, came off the
NEED A JOB?
bench to score nine and hand out four assists.

Cunningham' g inc.

678-2976

Check your schedule. If you con give us one
day or more a week, weekends or eveningswe need you. We have a variety of
assignments. If you have office skills, no office skills, a genuine enjoyment of people or
a strong back for light industrial assignments,
you qualify.
Contact the Kelly Services office most convenient for you.
•WINTER PARK (closest to UCF, corner of 436
and University)
130 University Park, Suite 210

'678-9909
.- MAITLAND - 660-2339
•SO. ORLANDO -855-5476
KISSIMMEE - 933-0160

•

IL
L['-1
"k~fiyGirl"
~
.~People

SERVICES
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

M/F/H

............................................

points in the first half and was not comfortable coming off the bench. "I guess I'll have
to live with it, since my coach made the
move,'' Duckworth commented.
Although Duckworth would rather start,
he knows that his role is coming off the
bench. "When I coine in, the man who I have
to play opposite will be tired," he explained.
"When I come in fresh, I can take advantage
of that and score. But it is kind of hard for me
to come off the bench and get into the flow of
the game. It takes me at least ·three plays to
get into the flow."
UCF head coach Chuck Machock could not
find the reason for his team's lapse in the last
eight minutes of the first half. "I ·can't ex·
plain why you can play for twelve minutes for
a half and be ahead, and then go down 20·4 to
a basketball club. We still got the same shots
we were taking before,'' he said. ''There was
certainly a loss of intensity at that time. It
almost looked like they quit playing for eight
minutes."

defeat Knights

by Scott Gunnerson

277·2949 ,

Let Kelly Services help you earn extra
money.

23

SIU and UCF played even, 23-23 until only
three minutes remained in the first half. Then
Bibbens, 6-6 senior forward, found the right
touch and scored the last five Saluki points of
the half to boost SIU's lead to 29-24 going into the half.
UCF dosed the gap in the first five minutes
of the second half, 39-41. Then SIU reeled off
eight unanswered points to take a commanding ten point lead at 11 :38 over the 1-9
· Knights.
UCF started to make a final run on the
Salukis eleven point lead, 64-53, with less
than three minute.a left in the game. But UCF
head coach Chuck Machock, at the _beginning
of a timeout, commented to one referee that
he had yet to blow his whistle in the contest.
The official broke the no-caller by giving
Machock a technical foul, then·another when
Mac.hock exploded over the first tech.
When Doug Novsek connected on all four
technical free throws, the Salukis pulled
away from the Knights, 68·53, before the
final two minutes.
The Knights sured up their ballhand, turning the ball over to SIU only 11 times. UCF
averaged 20.22 turnovers a game coming into
the SIU match up. 17 Saluki turnovers kept
the game close.
.
The SIU defense would not allow UCF an
easy shot the entire night. Every shot UCF
put up within 15 feet w~s contested by either
Bibbens or 6-11 senior center Kenny Perry.
UCF shot a poor 4l percent from the field.
The Knights fared worse at the free throw
line only making 9 of 19 shots for a horrendous 4 7 percent. Conversely, SIU made 77
percent of their shots from the charity stripe.

Men win three straight
by Scott Gunnerson
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

UCF's men's basketball
team won their third straight
game as they moved their
record to 4-10. In the Knights
second win in the UCF gym
this week, the. improved
squad outscored the Hawks
of Maryland Eastern-Shore,
70-58.
.
John Friday, UCF's 6-8
junior center, return to the
Knights court battle has
given UCF a whole new look.
With four player over 6-6, all
of which can handle the ball in
the transition. UCF can
challenge teams inside like
never before.

Lavender, 6-7 junior foward,
and Friday taking control ~f
everything "inside the paint,
UCF head Coach Chuck
Machock can allow 6-6 senior
forward Dan Faison and 6·7
junior forward Sam Alex·
ander to move out from under
the basket to the areas where
they can do the things they-do
the best, score.
Alexander and Knight starting point guard 6-1 freshman
Stan Kimbrough each scored
a team high 16 points. Faison
scored 10 points, but led UCF
with eight rebounds and five
assists. When they list Faison
as a starting gaurd, he
believes it.
UME S used only one
weapon against UCF, th~ out-

side shot of Donnell Boney.
The 6-1 junior Boney scored a
game high 24 points, making
10 of 19 shots from the field.
. UCF carried a slim 26·24
point lead into the halftime
roundtable. At the start of
the second half, it wasn't
trick plays but determination
that broke the game wide
open. Coach Machock recalls,
"We just talked to them
·about playing harder and getting things done, things that
they are capable of doing. "
It was the Stan and Sam
show for the first five minutes
of the second have as both
Kimbrough and Alexander
combined for the Knights
first ten points to move UCF
out to a 36-26 lead.
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Measures Acted .Upon
Bills:
17-12 Amending Executive Statutes and Judicial Statutes-Changed the title of Lay Advisor
to Judicial Advisor and moved the position from the Executive Branch to the Judicial
Branch. Introducer: Ch. Jim Combs/Action: Passed by Acclamation.
17-14 Allocating $20.00 for the adoption of a pair of Florida manatees.
Introducer: Ch. Bill Tucker, Sen. William Dietz/Action: Failed 3y, 12n.
17-17 Allocating $90.00 to the Phi Theta Kappa Alumni Association to purchase UCF folders
for use during Community College Day, February 2, 1985. Introducer: Sen. Chris Shacoski,
Sen. Steve Phillips/ Action: Passed by Acclamation.
17-20 Allocating $702.00 to the Council of Business Organizations to fund Career Day on
February 14, 1985. Introducer: Vice-Ch. Dee Rubin/Action: Passed by Acclamation.

Resolutions
17-07 Amending the Senate Rules &. Procedures concerning committee absences.
Introducer: Ch. Bill Tucker/Action: Passed 9y, 6n.
17-09 Calling for an across the board cut in the event of an Activity & Service Fee short
Fall. . Introducer: Ch. Bill Tucker/Action: Passed by Acclamation..

**Sena.te Bill' 17-16 allocating $600.00 to help subsidize the construction of a satellite earth
station by the IEEE Society was recinded by r:icclamatio'!-· ·
**Senate bill 17-18 allocating $496.00 to help fund the UCF Volleyball Club was reconsidered
and sent back to the OAF Committee for further consideration.
.
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ExpeCt Much More in 1985 !!!!
Conte on by .the Student Center and take
advantage of these GREAT services!!!!
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*Disco.unt Mo.vie Tickets*
*Disco.unt tickets to. Ar~a Attractio.n s*

*East-West Expressway Tokens*
_Disco.unt Pho.to. Pro.c essing*
*Typing Ro.o.m *
*Lo.s t and Fo.und*
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*We're working hard· for you!*
¥ ou are welcome to atte'nd our weekly Senate meetings which
are held .in the Engineering Building, room 360, every Tuesday
afternoon at 3pm.
.

.

Senate elections will be held on ·September 18 and 19. Please
come by the Studen~ Center and talk to either John Sowinski
or Tim· Albrecht! .
And, while you're . in the Student
.Center, come by the main
.
desk and take a~vantage of these services;
*Discount Movie Ti-ckets
*Discount tickets to Area Attractions ·
*East-West Expressway Tokens
*Discount Photo Processing
*Typing Room
*Lost and Found

•

I

i

I

ATTENTION!
'

I

I

If you do not want your n~me and pho~e number to appear
in the Campus Phone Directory, please make sure you fill
out the appropriate form during registration.
I

'

'

•
•
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Welcome to UCF
Dear Students:
As Editor in Chief of the Future I would like to
welcome you to one of the fastest growing, most
dynamic universities in the state. I know that
sounds like a bit of a cliche, but it is true, as you will
undoubtedly find out.
There are two outstanding characteristics about
the University of Central Florida. The. first, and
most obvious, is the changes that are taking place.
The second characteristic is the challenges that face
every student.
If in your first week or so of classes you get the
feeling that t~ngs are a bit disorganized around
here, then you are realizing an important fact. It
isn't so much that UCF is disorganized, it's just
that not everyone has adjusted to all the changes.
So the best way to deal with all the problems which
hit you as a result of these changes is to be persistent but p~tient. Keep in mind that everyone
else-faculty and administration included-must
face the same pr~blems.
That is where all the challenges come in.
Some of yqu may be lucky. Your records might
never get lost, you will never have any financial difficulties, and you'll never even have to consider using grade forgiveness. Some of you. For those of you
who aren't that lucky, then it is a good idea to be
aware of the services offered by the university, all of
which you pay for and should utilize. Most problems
can be· solved if you just take the time to consult the
right people.
For those of you seeking greater challenges than
battling red tape, there are scores of opportunities
open. Working for the Future is a good one (naturally). Here you get a chance to inform the student
body, meet some of the movers at the university
(and sometimes become one yourself), and gain
valuable first hand experience at battling red tape.
Sometimes it can really pay off. There are opportunities to work in Student Government, get into
the Greek system, be a tutor for other students.
The bottom line is, a student can and should get
involved in some aspect of life at UCF besides
academics. If you don't have something else to do
you'll go nuts.
If you would like to work for the Future in any
role, whether editorial, advertising, or production,
call or stop by our office on the east side of the campus in the Art Complex.
Best wishes
Mike Rhodes
Editor in Chief

l

WE use KODAK PAPER .AND.CHEMICALS, EXClUSl_
VELY
to assure you ~fa top quality PHOTO PRINT! .
Our 9 years of photography experience can make you
a better photographer · COME IN FOR FREE ADVICEI

•
•

VISIT OUR MINl·L•B TODAY...
• 1 HR. PROCESSING AVAl[ABLE ON 110,
126, AND 135 (C-41) GOLOR PRINTS.
• DISC PROCESSING
• ·ENLARGEMENTS ON PREMISES
• 2-DAY BLACK & WHITE PRINT- PROCESSING
• NEXT DAY E-6 COLOR SLIDE PROCESSING
• POSTER PRINTS ·
.
-Black & White Or
Color
• COPY MACHINE :
-1 0¢ Letter-size
-15¢ legal-size

PHOTO PRINTS

We
use

436 AND RED BUG ROAD
GOODINGS PLAZA, CASSEtBERRY

331·9260
• FAMILY-OWNED AND OPERATED

HRS: M·F 10·6
SAT. 10·5

•

•
.

.

·APARTMENTS
~· Good

roommates are·tough to find

by Joe Jervis ,
Future staff

1

One of the best and worst
·things .about college life is
roommates,
those
mysterious strangers that
are thrust into your life by
• the whims of a dormitory
assignment or a need to
make rent.
• A. good one 'is hard ,.to
·. find. This person is part
part
housekeeper,
• nursemaid
part
psychiatrist and part
tutor. Many people . go
,'J through so many roommates that it seems as if
there are .revolving doo~s
on their apartments. .
·• Every week the papers
· run lengthy columns
J

I

,

.

•

..
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devoted to roommate se~ches. Scores of computerized agencies will run all
your desired roommates'
specifications through a
computer and hopefully
come up with a match for
you.
Some of the newspaper
ads for roommates can get
ridiculously .· specific.'
'.'Female nonsmoker, into
Beethoven, · Kafka, and
yodeling seeks same. Must
have convertible, parents
who live at the beach and
wear a size 7. '' That person
is obviously in no hurry to
get a .roommate. You can
always tell when it· is get·
ting close to the end of the
month-the ads become
markedly mqre desperate.

Villa

Villa

Nadeem

Kashif
j

"Roommate needed today. The following is a list of
Must be from this planet." all the qualities required in
The real key to getting a good r oolmmate.
along with your room- Remember these rules dur. mates is compromise. You ing your search, and you
must realize that no matter will never have to scramble
how
weird
yo·ur to fill that extra bedroom
roommate's idiosyncrasies again·.
may be, yours are probably IA go¢ roommate:
just as strange. Just about • Always knows where
the time I got used to my· your keys are.
roomate putting tabasco •Withholds judgement as
sauce on everything-and I to the quality of your date,
do mean everything, like although he may be stickdonuts-he got used to my ing mental fingers down
flipping the TV channels his throat.
every 30 seconds. Sure,. he • Can always come up
likes to play 20-year-old with a creative lie when
Motown records early in y o u r
the morning, but I have a girlfriend/boyfriend/parenhabit of throwing on the ts call late at night and you
Sex Pistols whenever I am ·are not there.
in a foul mood.
Roommate, page 7

Diogenes
Court

. TOWNHOUSES

•

Directl.
y
.Across·
Fro1n
U.C.F
.
·
· '
New Co.mplexes

•

~

..
•

,

Villa
Na deem
3640-3682
Alafaya Trail
$25 Off July s Rent
July· $400
August - $425
With 12 Month Lease

Large 2 Bedroom - 2 Full Baths
Spacious Living Room & Kitchen
All New Appliances
Parking, Quiet & Inimediate
Villa
Kash if
3562-3606
Aristotle

Decartes
Court
12072-12130
Descartes Court

·

Diogenes
· Court

12075-12123
Diogenes Court ·

First, Last
& Security
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1\ LI knm,· it'!' n jungle out there, o \\'hy not top
• renting no\\' nnd get a jump on \\'ning your own
hon1e ,,·hilc ye LI finish hool.
Your h me should be more than ju t a place to hang
• , . )Ur hat. It ·h uld be n \\'i e inve tment in a great
locatic. n and em·ir nmcnt, with attracti e grounds,
sparklin _\\'imming p ol , lighted tenni court , and
1uiet rnl-dc- a · tre ts - like at Chancellor Row.
lect fr m a li\ \ .. r e mix of t\\'O and three-bedroom
tl \\'nhome::i and \'ilia that offer th ultimate in

civilized amenities, starting from the $50, with preconstruction prices and competitive financing (only
5% down).
Chancellors Row is the affordable home investment
you can make now to help offset the cost . of your
education and give you that extra edge you need to
compete in the jungle.
a:
0
...J

<(

z

... And Investment You Can Live With

0

...J

ALAFAYA TRAIL

c:i

>
...J
a:i

u.
u

::>

e

8

CHANCELLORS
ROW

Only minutes from
the university,
Chancellors Row
is conveniently
located 1 mile
north of
Colonial Drive
{Highway 50) on
Alafaya Trail.

Developed by Reynolds Metals Development Company

•

•
•

•

•
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• Roommate, from page 5

friends, even though they
play with his stereo.
• Never hits on your
dates, even when they
wr,ite th~ir phone m~.mber
on his/her notebook when
no one i.s looking.
• Will go to your professor
with a real. sob story when
you cannot be there for a
test · because you went to
Ft. Lauderdale for the
week.
• Never tells you that you

• Always forces you to
.• ·drink. his ~other's special
flu remedy when you are
sick. ·
'• Never
criticizes your
'
mother's cooking.
· • Lets you wear that new
"shirt/dress they just got
,-1i> and have not worn yet.
·
• Gets .~ o~t of bed and
quickly irons your uniform
• while you run around
screaming about being late
for work.
• · • Takes the hint and
leaves the room when you
start whispering on the
phone.
• • Rushes upstairs and
clea:q.s your bat}J.room
?while you greet unexpected
•guests at the door.
• Does not eat that half a
Big Mac you are saving in
•the 'refrigerator · for
breakfast.
• Never brings people
• home for a party when the
bars close.
• Gets up and goes for ice
when you bring people
•home for a party when the
bars close.
,. • Does not complain when
•you goof off all week and·
end up typing your term
paper all night at the desk
"in his room.
e Always changes the cat
box before it becomes ob• vious that it is ready to be .
changed.
• Will cover the rent ' for
you until your parents send
•the check.
• Knows when you are
· feeung depressed and will
... send out for a piza.
··
· • Pretends to like . your

.

are wasting time with your
major, and that no one ever
makes any money in that
field.
'
Remember that once you
leave college and g9 on to
the "real world," you may
never see or hear from your
roommate again. Then
·a gain, your college roommate may be the first person you call when that promotion comes through, or
when your first kid is born.
I

'

In fact, many major corporations were formed by
partners that __were college
roommates.
So, the next time your
roommate destroys the
Sunday newspaper before
you get to it, or throws out
a certain phone number
along with the trash, relax,
and don't scream. This is a
person that you may be in
conta~t with for the rest of
your life.

WHOSE BED YOU SLEEP
IN IS .OUR BUSINESS

' COMPLE'l)E

WATERBED . F~OM

$148

30 NIGHT NO RISK COMFORT GUARANTEE
If you are not completely satisfied with your waterbed, Kane's
will give you full credit toward a quality set of bedding
-No~ Questions Asked-No Risk to You-Only at Kane's.
I

•

NO HASSELS - NO PRESSURE
PROFESSIONALS YOU CAN TRUST!
STORE HOURS
Mon.-Fri. 10-9
Sat. 10-6
Sun. 1-6
I KAN~·

!... KANE.

WORK FOR THE

WEST

FUTURE

Mlf 10 !Ml

lC~OSS rll)tl

FAJUIOUIOS

r.ot Oii 'l PUJA

CALL 275-2865

e FREE DELIVERY
e FREE SERVICE
.• EASY CREDIT TERMS

EAST

•
COLO-l.IU DftlVf

iJ
I

HWY

SO

a·•
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.·WHATD
au
SAY TO A NAKED
APARTMENT?
v;,

Offic e of Student
Body President

A m~ssage from the
SttJdent Body President

,CERTIFIED~

!·FURNITURE RENTAL
l~-- STUDENT BODY
SPECIA,LI~~

Fellow Students:
It is my pleasl].re to welcome you to the
University of Central Florida for the Fall
Semester of 1984. ,
Along with excelling in your class work,
I urge you to avail yourselves of the
many extracurricular activities offered
by the campus community.

/I

'·

There are numerous opportunities for
student involvement in UCF's many
clubs organizations, and programs as
well as in the campus Programming and
Activities Council . or even Student
Government.
;-Three rooms from $39.95/mc

_I _• Hassle-free furniture

•Quality you can afford
c....

/'

---;-;::;;?.:?

ta.._..!!!!'!!!!~~~=--==

.~

.

If you need more information on how to
get involved, stop by and see us in the
Student Center, or call at 275-2191.

Have a great semester!

•Wide selection
•Special student groupings
•Purchase option
• Fast delivery

Yours to count on,

~l/,~" . _j .,;,,.,,,,/

FREE GIFTS JUST FOR STOPPING BYI
• SPORTS TOWELS • PAINTERS CAPS • CAN COOLERS •

John G. Sowinski
Student Body President
University of Central Florida

CERTIFIED
FURNITURE RENTAL

TWO LOCATIONS IN THE ORLANDO AREA:
998 North semoran Boulevard
f305l 273-4140

2332 West Oakridge Road
!305) 851 -8778

"What...young people bring to polltlcs.. .ls the knowledge that there are no easy
answers, no pat solutions, no permanent panaceas for'the challenges we face.
I

•

.

•

KNIGHT LIFE
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. Theaters offer a difference in dining
by Vicki White
Features editor

•

,.
•

.

•

•

If you're into some high
class live entertainment,
there are several dinner
theaters and playhouses in
Orlando to choose from.
Most of the dinner theaters
feature a buffet-style, allyou-can eat menu.
The Musicana Dinner
Theater in the Conway
Plaza shop~ing Center is
the newest entry to the
field. It is a little different
from most other dinner
theaters in that all of the
waiters and waitresses are
college students and conservatory graduates who
are pursuing performance
careers. In other words, the

person who serves you also
ends up on stage performing after dinner.
Dinner at the Musicana
is excellent, being prepared
under the superv!sion of
chef Louis DeCarlo, who is
a Walt Disney . World
veteran. Prices for dinner
and a show range from
$15.95 Sunday through
Thursday, $16.95 Fdday,
and $17.95 Saturday.
These prices include a
prime rib buffet, salad bar,
and, coffee, tea, or milk.
Drinks and specialty
desserts are extra. Currently playing at the theater is
Hollywood Follies.
On~e Upon a Stage, at
3376 Edgewater is another
excellent place to go for an
evening of entertainment.

Currently playing is Never
Too Late, a comedy that
deals with what happens
when an older woman finds
herself pregnant. Star
Spangled Girl, a Neil
Simon play, will run from
August 14 to September
23.
Dinner and a show at
Once Upon A Stage runs
from $16.50 for Monday
through Thursday, $1 7 .50
for Friday evening, and
$18.50 for Saturday evening. They do have matinees
on some Saturday after-.
noons for $13.00. This price
includes the buffet and coffee, milk, or tea. Drinks
and specialty desserts are
extra. Dinner is served
from 6:30 p.m. to 8 p.m.
and the show starts at 8:05

p.m.
The food is pretty good
at Once Upon A Stage; a
gourmet gourmand may
look askance at the limited
salad bar and basic
vegetables, but the everyday gourmand may feast
themselves into oblivion.
The main courses, especially the top round of beef and
the baked whitefish almondine, are excellent.
If you do not have the inclination or the money to
go traipsing off across
town, UCF's Theater
Department puts on plays
for the public. In the past,
their productions have
ranged from bouncy
musicals like Mack and
Mabel to the Greek drama
of The Bacchae.

I.

~

WESTERN ENTERTAINMENT
AND
BARBEQUERESTAURANT

.
.:

FEATURING
FRESH FRUIT DAIQUIRIS
AND
LIVE ENTERT AINMfNT

.
AVIATORS PUB
&: RESTAURANT

EXEMPLARY FOOD
AND
FINE SPIRITS
HISTORIC DOWNTOWN
OR:{..ANDO'S
COMPLETE DINING
AND ENTERTAINMENT
COMPLEX

•

OPEN 11AM-2AM DAILY
RING 305 · 422-2434
129 W. CHURCH STREET
ORLANDO, FLORIDA
32801

Membership Cards Available To Students At A 50% Discount. See Student Services
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HAPPY HOUR 4·9
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
FREE BEER WED. NITES
DRIVE THRU SERVICE
LADIES NITE TUES. & THUR.
COMPETITIVE PRICES

e
LOCATED AT
7496 UNIVERSITY BLVD

. 678·0882

Learn how to
·take better care
of your heart,
call Red Cross.
2 FOR 1 ADMISSION
WITH COLLEGE I.D.
-

-

GOOD FOR ANY OF THE 3
CINEMA'N' DRAFTHOUSE
LOCATIONS
.
.
'

CENTRAL FLORIDA HEADQUARTERS

FOR CASSETTES-LP's-IMPORTS
OLDIE 45'S.:CD's-MUSIC VIDEOS
BLANK TAPES AND ACCESSORIES

TUESDAY T

U THURSDAY

·

VISIT OUR NEWEST LOCATION AT THE
CORNER OF CONWAY AND CURRY FORD RD.
CONWAY
4446 CURRY FORD RD.

282-3456
ALO MA
2155 ALOMA A VE.
WINTER PARK

VILLAGE
5880 KIRKMAN RD.
ORLANDO

678-8214

299-5420

•
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'84 UCF Football
Sept. 1 BETHUN.E Cookman

Sept. 8 at North Louisiana
Sept. 1~ GEORGIA s·ouTHERN

Sept. 22 at Western Kentucky
Sept. 29 at SW Texas State
Oct. 6 AKRON UNIVERSITY ·
0ct. 13 at Eastern Kentucky
Oct..20 ILLINIOS STATE
OCT. 27 AUSTIN-PEAY STATE
Nov. 3 at lridlana State
Nov. 1O at Furman University

Home games: 7:30 p.m.
at Orlando Stadium
For ticket info., call 275-2256

BUY FROM OUR DIRECT FACTORY
OUTLET - UNIVERSITY MATTRESS Co.
I

.

1'

WHY PAY
MORE?

'

Don't pay for national advertising
... you can· t sleep on it!

MONTEREY

We Sell Great Sleep

7001 Atoma Ave., Winter' Park

One Example
Our 5 year warranty
Innerspring Beds
Treated For Our Florida Climate

RENT INCLUDES
ALL UTILITIES
FURNISHED
1 BEDROOM APTS.

$88. $118 $159 $189
. Twin Set

Queen
Set

King
Set

Not Each Piece ... But AComplete Set!

678-5111
1 & 2 bdrm. unfurn. also available. Utllltles not Included.
Miiitary discounts available. Military transfers honored.

Full Set

Are You Crazy? Don't Pay
Department Store Prices

UNIVERSITY WATERBEDS
AcAoss

POl~n~TEA

11660 E. Colonial Dr.
275-54442

HRs.
10:00-8:00
MON.-SAJ.
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e COMPLETE MENS HAIR
STYLE (Shampoo, Condition,
Cut & Dry)
• $10 (Regular $15)
e ·BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
e SHOE SHINES & MANICURES
AVAILABLE

•

647-5056
505 PARK A VE. N. SUITE
213
* OVER BRANDYWINE

+

.'

Some places ask you abou( your education,
special training .. . even your age . At the
Red Cross we ask if you want to help other. : ·
Say yes . Be a Red Cross volunteer.
We'll help. \\;'ill you?
~=

AUTO ·INSUR4NCE
- · LOW · LOW DOW.N PAYMENTS -·

FAMILY INSURANCE
CORPORATION
D LOW RATES
D LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS
D PIP FOR TAG
D TEENAGERS
D TOO MANY POINTS
D SENIOR CITIZENS
D DWI · SR2~'S
D VANS D PICKUPS
D 4 WO D RV'S
D MOTORCYCLES
D MOBILE HOMES

FULL LINE AGENCY
PERSONAL · BUSINESS
HEALTH & LIFE
FREE QUOTES BY PHONE

1273·22221
9709 EAST COLONIAL DRIVE

MON.·FRI. 9AM TO 7PM
SAT. 9AM TO NOON

• I:
• I~
I
I•

•

SERVICES
•

Get it cheap!

•

.

-

, Are you tired of giving up an arm anq a leg every
time you go to the movies or Rosie's? Have you been
longing to go to Disney World, but you cannot quite
scrounge up enough money to go?
_
Take heart, there is something that you can do.
UCF offers discounted tickets to such places for
both students and faculty. ·These tickets are sold
both in the bookstore and at the Student Center
main desk. The tickets offered are as follows:
General Cinema Theaters
Eastern Federal Theaters
Plitt Theaters
$2.50
Walt Disney World
Epcot Center
Child: $12.50, Adult $15.50
.
.
$12.25
Busch Gardens
Church Street Station
$3.75
Sea World
Child: $9.75, Adult: $11.75
Wet 'n'Wild
Child: $6.75, Adult: $8.50
Once Upon A Stage
,
$14.25
East-West Express tokens (25)
$5.00
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Dorm search begins
Getting a room on campus isn't that easy since there
are only about 1,000 dorm rooms to spread out among the
16,000 people that attend UCF.
.
So far all of the rooms have been filled for Fall and
there is~ waiti~g list. "As it is, things really look gloomy
for Spring," says Angela Gian-Cursio, a member of the
housing staff. People who don't get a room are put on one
of two lists-either the priority list or the standby list .
The standby list is for those people who live far away or
who are already in the dorms, but for some reason forgot
to sign their contracts.
How is it decided that someone gets a room? While lists
are drawn up according to the date that the housing office
receives all of the necessary paperwork, such as the housing contract, letter of acceptance, health form, and
deposit, the final decision rests with Chris McCray, the
director of housing.
What happens when you find another place to stay off.
campus? This depends on the situation. The student can
have their · deposit transferred to the next semester. If
housing cannot offer them a contract they get a full reHousing, page 15

SERVICES, INC.

" ..
•

I " 1

I
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Hate the hassles of locating a job
to fit your class schedule?
Then call Norrell Temporary Services, today.
We specialize in jobs that offer flexibility.
Many positions are now available throughout
Greater Orlando.

• Data Processing
• Clerical/Secretarial
• Word Processing
• Marketing, plus many more

1.

' I ..

1.

Call today for a free personal consultation.
Absolutely no fee involved.
Start to work immediately!
WINTER PARK

ORLA DO

644-3934

857-9110

ACROSS
1 LSAT

2 GMAT
3 GAE
4 MCAT
5 DAT
6 MAT
7 PCAT
8 OCAT
9 VAT
10 TOEFL
11 SSAT
12 PSAT
13 SAT
14 ACT
15 MSKP

DOWN
1 NMB
2 VOE
3 ECFMG
4 FLEX
5 NOB
6 NPB I
7 NCB I
8 CGFNS

•

The abused ·chil
will grow up .
someday.

I

•
•

Call Days. Eves & Weekends

2238 WINTER WOODS BLVD.
SAN JOSE EXEC CENTER
WINTER PARK, FL. 32792

678·8400
:·:·

. David E. Hankrns, O.D.
(UCF, ·1977)

Ill

Eye Care • Contact Lenses
• New tinted soft cc,ntact lenses·
• Soft contacts for astigmatism
• Extended wear lenses
Introductory 15% savings on all materials
(frames, lenses, .and contacts) to UCF
students, faculty, and staff.
l 0 min. from UCF at corner
of Red Bug and Tuscawilla Rds.

~~~~a~6~a

Ill

Ill
li

699-4000
Red Bug

Tuscawilla 1340

Rd.

lili1 .: :m~ ~ :~P~ :E~ ~ la~fa~y~a§Tr~a~il:§OrEvmie~d~Co~a~s :Ee~lb~e:Er~ry~,§F~l.~lliJ
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fund, but if they find a place while they are on the waiting
list, they lose half of their deposit, If a person refuses a
contract, they receive no refund on their deposit. "In that
case, it is best to go down to housing as soon as you do
find a place and cancel your contract, so that you don't
lose all of your deposit," Gian-Cursio explained.
Not wanting to leave students out in the cold, the housing office has an extensive list of people who need rooms,
roommates, or both. Three sets of notebooks are kept: one
set for girls needing roommates i~ houses or apartments,
one set for guys needing roommates in houses or apartments, and one for guys or girls needing both roommates
and a place to stay.
,
What's it like living in the dorms? A lot of that depends
on how well you get along with your roommate and your
suitemates. There are some single rooms in the old dorms
(Polk, Osceola, Lake, and Seminole), but these also have a
long waiting list. These aren't entirely "private," since
they form part of a suite with two double rooms.
The dorm rooms are homier when compared with rooms
at other universities, especially larger ones. They tend to
be more like "Cellblock H," with cinderblock walls, tile
floors, and immovable furniture. All of UCF' s d01:ms are
carpeted and have curtains. The old dorms have heat and
air by the suite, which can be a bit of 1;i problem when
there's a penguin in the place. The new dorms have heat
and air in each room, which is nicer.

James ·Clancy D.D.S., M.S.

WANT THE ABSOLUTE
BEST PRICE ON A

WATERBED?!!
SEE ....... .

UNl.VERSITY WATERBED .
AND MATTRESS CO.
TODAY!

University Waterbed
And Mattress Co .
11660 E. Colonial
Hours: Mon.·Sat.
na.m.-9p.m.
Closed Sunday

275·5442
(AREA CODE 305

11660 E. Colonlal Dr.
Acro11 from
Point After

7•1ra
data
- I systems
THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON

is pleased to announce the
opening of his practice at

430 N. Mills Ave.
(across from ·the YMCA)

•
•

•
•

• General Dentistry with an
emphasis on prosthetics (crown
& bridge) and cosmetic dentistry.
(Bonding)
.
• Evening's and Friday's available
by appointment.
• Accepting insurance Visa-Mastercard Payment plans arranged.

•Desktop and Portable Computers
•Termlnals
•Monochrome & Color Monitors
•Disk Drives

•Printers
•Software Consulting & Support
.,.FREE Demonstration
•Authorized Service Center

Zenith Data Systems Total Performance Specialist
MICRO

843-2112
ELECTRONICS

MICRO
COMPUTER
SERVICE

3223 Curry Ford Road
Orlando, Florida 32806
I

(305) 896-8876
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Last units still only $4~,900
and we will pay your closing costs
---
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~- ~

-
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Live in this new
Townhome and help
your parents save
on the cost of your
education
1

Only $2,500 d~wn _ a.nd
we pay closing 'costs

·

including up to 3 points .
.on y0ur mortgage

Up to

,.

$59000 tax write-off

GROUND A.OCR

for parents in the
first full year of- ownership
University Blvd.

Cambridge Clrde
S.R.50

..

SECOND FtOOR

.

Rentals:
Caryl Stevens .
277-0493
or
644-6244

.

· · Sales: ·
John Nouman
David Parker
273-09'9 0

-

...

I .

Advantage Development Corp.
9-5 Mon-Fri , ·
weekends by appointment

•
•

•

For a personal fit,
walk
ny moons.

•

•

•

.

For a personal fit,
just wash.
Consider your most comfortable pair of shoes.
You walked miles before they conformed exactly to your feet.
But now they fit nobody but you.
A fit that personal is a rare and wonderful thing. A relationship that builds gradually. Over the months. Through the years.
With one notable exception.
Levi's®button-fly 501®Blues.
They're made of a legendary denim that shrinks
down in the washing machine to fit only you. Your waist,
your hips, you.
For the Shrink-to-Fit™ 501 jean, this personal fit
takes just three quick turns through the wash. And for
Pre-Shrunk 501 jeans, only one.
It's like having your jeans custom tailored. For a fit
no ordinary jeans can even begin to match.
Levi's 501 Blues.
The fit of a lifetime.
In less than one day.

501

Levi's Button-Fly 501 Blues.
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BREAKFAST CLUB
Director john Hughes takes a new look at growing up.

THE RIVER
Family ties and more bind Mel Gibson and Sissy Spacek.

BRAZIL
The quirky genius behind Monty Python and Time
Bandits turns dullness upside down.

DUNE
Sting as Feyd takes a stand in Frank Herbert's masterpiece Dune .
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Zeijko Ivanek gets his.first major film role after building a
solid reputation on stage.

MASS APPEAL
OUR COVER
Sting in the role of Feyd
3

PHafO BY ANN I E LI EBOV ITZ

John Hughes has surrounded himself
with a top-flight cast. Breakfast Club
stars include Anthony Michael Hall
(left) and Molly Ringwald (right).

A Growing Up Intensive
BY RICH ARD L EVINSON

'

it was just me and seven actors. We
shot in complete continuity [all scenes
in their actual order] , which you very
rarely get to do, and every actor would
have killed for the part. So, I had people who were very enthusiastic."
J ohn H u ghes is sitting in his studio
With Emilio Estevez (The Outsiders,
office bungalow, discussing The B reak- Tex, R epo Man), Paul Gleason (Trading
fast Club, a film abou t fi ve hig h school
Places), Anthon y Michael Hall (S ix
tu de n ts which he is directing from Pack, Vaca tion, Sixteen Candles), John
h i wn original cript. T hey're dif- Kapelos (Thief, Sixteen Candles), Judd
~ r nt typ
who know little or noth- N e lson (Ma king the Grade), Molly
ing about ea h other, bu t who have Ringwald (The Tempest, Sixteen Candles),
pend an entire day in detention a nd Ally She ed y (War Games , Bad
t
t get h r. Du r in g th e d ay, they a r e B oys), Hughes feels he has an exf, r d to onfront their differe nces, tremely talented cast.
and d i c v r their essential imilarity.
"We had a rehearsal period where
".Part of the idea for the film came we tore the script apart, analyzed it,
wh n R ebel Without a Cause was re- questioned it, examined it. We made
l a d
up background stories for each of the
characters. The kids really became the
roles they were playing. I didn't want
people who would say 'here I am, what
do I say, where do I stand?' I think
that if you've really got your characters anything they say is ... right."
T here were inte nse emotions on the
et. 'Th ere is o ne sce n e,' Hughes
desc ribes, 'w here virtually nothing
mo e fo r 30 minutes. But the perfo rmances were so good: To do the
cene fo r three days, literally crying

THINK THE MOST
CR UC I AL POINT IN
YO UR LIFE IS WHEN
YO U' RE EIGHTEEN:'

THE

M O V I E
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all day, was draining. But I think that's
what makes the picture really happen. If it's successful commercially, it
will be because the ending is so satisfying. You look at who they were when
they walked into that room and who
they are when they walk out, and it's
remarkable.
"The point is, they all don't like
each other, they don't like the groups
the others represent. They don't get
along, and they find out that they're
all smart, all stupid, all insecure, they
all have problems with their families:'
"In the picture, one of the kids is
going to go absolutely nowhere, and
the kid who seems to be in the most
control is really the most pathetic, because it's all over for him. He'll go no
further than where he is right now. I
hope this is a big picture so I can do a
sequel. This script could have been
ten thousand pages long. It could go
on forever. "
Is The B reakfast Club, which is due to
be released in February, a comedy?
Hughes says, " I think it would be
wrong to call it a comedy. It's a comedy in the same sense that, say, Dog
Day Afternoon was a comedy. The picture was not shot, nor planned by the
actors, to be a 'kid' picture. It's a very
adult approach to the subject of kids."

A Funny Guy
With a Serious Side
John Hughes arrived on the film
scene several years ago, first writing
National Lampoon's Class Reunion, a
movie that he discounts as being not
exactly what he had in mind. Since
then, he has written National Lampoon's Vacation, Mr: Mom, and Sixteen
Candles, which he also directed.
Hughes began by writing oneliners, which were bought by such
comedians as Joan Rivers, Rodney
Dangerfield, and Phyllis Diller, and
used those jokes to get a job in advertising. He became quite successful at
the Leo Burnett agency in Chicago,
and began to sell freelance pieces
to Playboy, National Lampoon, and other
publications.
Hughes is currently preparing to
shoot his next film, Weird Science,
which he calls a "special effects romantic comedy."

SISSY SPACEK AND MEL GIBSON IN A CONTEMPORARY DRAMA

~

BY IAN FRASER

T

he foothills of the
Great Smoky Mountains
stretch high against the
sky in the East Tennessee farming community
near Kingsport. Although it is well
into November, the sun beats down as
if it were June, illuminating the reds
and browns of the mountain tree line
and setting off the dried shocks of
corn in the valley below like strands of
tousled angel hair.
For the past 11 weeks, the Holston
River valley has been the set of The
River, the Mel Gibson - Sissy Spacek
film scheduled for release at Thanksgiving. Just before lunch on this
balmy fall day, Gibson and Spacek
climb aboard a Godzilla-sized John
Deere tractor for the harvesting
scene, their movie children riding in
the wagon behind them. The tractor
chugs up, the cameras roll, and some
time later, director Mark Rydell (On
Golden Pond, The Rose) calls, "That's a
cut, please. Thank you. Save it."
Spacek, dressed in jeans, a denim
jacket and black rubber boots, climbs
down off the tractor and makes her
way up the incline to her motor home,
where her 15-month-old daughter,
Schuyler, play with Rio and Dakota,
the children of co- tar Scott Glenn.

You

know, The River is the first
movie I've made that I hav n't been
ju t completely exhausted when it was
ver and there' every reason that I
h uld be," ay the Oscar-winning
(Coal Miner' Daughter) actress, whose
work in the picture ended that week.
'I've been up a lot at night with
Schuyler and there wa o much physi al tuff in thi film - we did a lot
of work with a wild bull and a lot of
tuff with water with the levee breaking and th n a bulldozer flips over but I fe I ju t great! Thi mo ie ha
b n a r al happ e perience. I think
th nature of the role wa omething
that I ju t had in me and I gue I
rk again.
wa r all r d t
6

As Mae Garvey, Spacek plays a
tough and determined American
farm woman, who, with her husband,
Tom (Mel Gibson), struggles against
nature and big business to keep her
land, her home and her family intact.
It is her first screen appearance since
Missing, the brilliant and controversial
Costa-Gavras film of 1982, Spacek
having taken a temporary work hiatus
with the birth of her daughter in July
of that year. The buzz around the set
has it that the actress turns in a riveting, exceptional performance, drawing upon her own new experiences
and emotions as a mother.
"I'm sure that Sissy would never
have felt instinctively comfortable
playing a part like this until she had a
child and was into that full experience
herself," says Scott Glenn, who plays
the Garveys' nemesis as a representative of an agriculture business that

The River addresses the
crisis on the farm with
honor and sensitivity.
wants to dam the valley and flood out
the small farmers; and he has
known Spacek and her husband, director Jack Fisk (Raggedy Man), since
the early '70s. "The values that Sissy
seems to be exploring in her life are
the same ones Mae Garvey was involved with, so I'm sure those [mothering] experiences made her a better
artist."
Aside from the fact that they are
both young mothers with children to
raise, Sissy Spacek shares another
connection with Mae Garvey. For the
last three years, Spacek, too, has lived
on a farm, a 210-acre spread in
the rolling hill country of Virginia.
There, she and her husband raise
quarter horses and thoroughbreds,
and if that lifestyle sounds far and
away beyond the plight of the small,
independent farmer, the 35-yearold Texas-born actress maintains that
he has not exactly had her head in
the and.
THE
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"One of the reasons I wanted to do
this movie is because I'm aware of the
special problems that farmers without
other incomes have," she says . "Because I make money in the movies, I
can put it into the farm, but that is
not the situation with most. The family farmer is having a hard time making a go of it now, what with the
droughts and the flooding and the
amount of capital it takes to run a
farm compared with the profit margin. "

So

well did this gut-level connection
wurk, says Mark Rydell, who directed
from a screenplay by Robert Dillon
and Julian Barry, story by Dillon, that
"I am really very mov.ed by the film as
a whole. Unlike anything I can remember, it addresses itself with real
honor to the crisis of farm families
and the dissolution of the family unit,
the thing that made this country formidable. In the wake of 'progress,' the
mechanization of lifestyle has taken us
far from the earth and the respect for
living things and away from the goals
people can aspire to and achieve. This
picture tries to reaffirm those values .
And Sissy is critically instrumental in
formulating this family unit. I tell
you, your jaw will drop when you see
what a family she and Mel and those
two kids are. It's a magical combination, an absolute joy to behold."
"To me,'' she says, "the film is about
people who have strong moral fiber.
And I wanted to play a character like
Mae Garvey because I knew I would
have to find her in me someplace, that
I would have to dig out the Mae Garvey in me. I would love for Mae to
take care of Schuyler, to be around
her, you know, because she embodies
a lot of important qualities in being
able to take care of her family, her
house and her farm . I mean, she does
what she has to do. I think it's been
good for my character to have as
much of Mae Garvey in me as possible. Mae Garvey," she says, and then
her voice trails off for a moment ...
"I admire her."

[_

~
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A Farm Is Born

F

or the construction of the film site, 440 acres of
Tennessee scrubland were turned into a farm complete with a real two-story farmhouse, barn and
livestock, acres of field corn, equipment sheds, chicken
coops and even weeds. While workers for the film company erected a dam across the Holston River to regulate
the water and stage the flooding effects, Sissy Spacek
and Mel Gibson took an active part in the local farm
community and learned the day-to-day routine of working
farm life, including the operation of machinery and the
handling of animals. In her spare time on the set, Spacek
baked pies and cakes in the farmhouse oven " until they
were coming out of people's ears," offers co-star Gibson,
"and they were good, too!"

PHOTOS BY GREG GORMAN
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BY BART MILLS

T

erry Gilliam has worked hard to
stay childish. "My taste runs to
grotesque scatology," he says,
"and I like things to be a bit crude. My
mind works the way a kid's mind
works, and that's not a pretty sight.
Ev rything I do is done to please myself. That may sound egocentric, but
it's all I know how to do."
Gilliam's childlike mind has been at
work most recently on a movie called
Brazil, a motion picture that has abso1utely nothing to do with the country
of Brazil. Instead, we're told, the title
refers to the exotic dreams of people
who lead dull lives.
Gilliam is certainly not a dull man,
but he too has exotic dreams, and
ver the years we have seen quite a lot
f them on screen . We first saw them
played out through his decidedly
offbeat bits of animation for the Monty
Python TV series and feature films.
The token American of the troupe,
Gilliam al o p rformed, wrote and
c asionally directed.
But lately Gilliam's nightmares have
b en translated into a series of nonPython live-action fantasies that are
unrivaled in their u e of pure imagination. The first was ]abberwocky, a

-

No more Mr. Nice Guy: So as not to get pushed around,Jonathan Pryce makes a
radical adaptation to the futuristic world of Brazil.Jim Broadbent (below) shows
Katherine Belmond what a little plastic surgery can do.

medieval satire of sorts that Gilliam ter is a meek and lowly clerk in the
wrote and directed .
all-powerful Ministry of Information
Next came Time Bandits. A comic tale Retrieval, the building where all the
about a young boy and six little men information on everybody is stored.
who travel through time as petty Pryce says the story starts with Mittythieves, only to wind up in the middle esque dreams, "but by the end, the
of the final battle between good and nightmare of Orwellian reality takes
evil, Time Bandits became a smashing over. The character's dreams become
success.
what he has to do." And what he has
The overwhelming success of Time to do is help a band of terrorists atBandits earned Gilliam the financing tack the Ministry. The terrorist leader
for Brazil, a story he had carried is played by Robert De Niro .
around in the back of his imagination
"Brazil will be like Gilliam's Monty
for some time. Two years ago Gilliam Python cartoons," continues Pryce,
described his script for Brazil as, "Wal- "which in turn are exactly like him ter Mitty meets Franz Kafka to the the tangible shapes of his dreams. Gilrhythm of Latin sambas." Before pro- liam's thoughts are there to be seen,
duction began, Tom Stoppard and
and he never pretends he's presenting
Charles McKeown helped rewrite the anything except himself. He does
script and Gilliam's description be- what amuses him."
came "Walter Mitty meets George
Although Pryce has worked in
Orwell."
many highly praised productions, he
The star of Brazil is Jonathan Pryce, ventures to say of Brazil, which opens
a British actor known to Ameri- in early 1985, "It's a dangerous thing
an movie audiences as the satanic to suggest, but this is certainly the best
"Mr. Dark' in Something Wicked This
thing I've ever been involved with. It's
Way Come.
not like any film I've ever seen. Brazil
The story starts somewhere in the treads a dangerous line between jollity
gloomy future where Pryce's charac- and horror."
THE
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rapped in a white
terr y cloth robe
and sporting gray
sweat socks , Sting
hardly looks the superstar this
afternoon. The 33-year-old
Police lead vocalist, born Gordon
Matthew Sumner, emergent film
star and all-around teen icon can
be seen gazing absently at the remarkable mess of his Atlanta hotel room. As his band's extensive
and immensely lucrative 1983 tour
draws to a close, as he suffers from
a worst-possible-time case of mononucleosis, Sting must climb on stage in
a few hours to rock a packed house
at Atlanta's Omni through yet another rendition of the Police's greatest hits. At just this instant, rock's
reigning Adonis is, understandably,
a space case.
A reporter's question interrupts our
hero's reverie, though, and Sting pulls
suddenly into sharp focus. "There's a
tern ptation early on when one is
interviewed to be confessional," he
says in a level voice. "I try now not to
be confessional. I'm still quite candid
in interviews. I can be quite shocking
in the things I say."
The cheerfully admitted bottleblond and ex-school teacher has always been the sex-appeal factor for
the Police. Now, after a series of well~eceived roles in such films as Quadrophenia and Brimstone & Treacle, he is
playing a major part in the very costly
Hollywood production of a science fiction cult favorite novel entitled Dune.
Sting spent a large part of last
summer in Mexico filming his role as
Feyd-Rautha Harkonnen, the antihero whose climactic knife-fight with
good-guy Paul Atreides (Kyle MacLachlan) provides a high point in the
long-awaited film version of Frank
Herbert's classic science fiction novel,
Dune.
A futuristic story of prophecy,
planetary survival, political intrigue

Feyd (Sting) and hero
Paul Atreides (Kyk MacLachlan) debate a fine point which Dune Star deserves to survive until
the final reel.

and inter-galactic family feuds, Dune to draw distinctions between himself
was published in 1965 and not only and his role. "There are fundamental
achieved success on its own terms, but differences between me and Feyd,"
also established a worldwide cult and Sting asserts. "I mean, he had a very
a ready market for four sequel novels very bad upbringing, largely as a re(including Heretics of Dune, which ap- sult of his environment. He lived on
peared last March) . The film version, this industrial planet and his uncle
rumored to be one of the most expen- was a gay lecher, morally a complete
sive productions in cinematic history, gangster. He had no chance, really.
''He's crazier than I am. He's pretty
will be released worldwide in Deextreme - a gay villain. I'd say I'm a
cember of this year.
Despite similarities
between Dune's themes
- the nightmare of
mass human and ecological destruction, the
he main reason I agreed to do Dune," says
relationship between
Sting, "was because I was interested in
technology and civilizathe director. David Lynch is a man who's
tion - and concerns
made two previous movies (Elephant Man and
evident in the Police's
Eraserhead), both of which I thought were
fascinating. Particularly Eraserhead,
music, Sting was attractwhich is totally out in left field.
ed to joining the cast
I thought if anyone could
of Dune by something
bring
Dune up
else . "I'd never read
to standard,
Dune before I was asked
it was David
to read it for this projLynch. It was a
ect," Sting relates. "I'm
big risk to employ
not really a science ficthe man for a
tion fan, but certainly
start! But that's
Herbert's a very interestwhat interested me.
That project with
ing writer. He creatDavid Lynch seemed
ed this total ecology,
be something speto
geography and history
cial."
Lynch with
for this planet. It's treAnd did working with actress Francesca Annis.
mendous."
Lynch meet Sting's exSting perceives Feyd
pectations? "Oh yes, yes, absolutely," the singer
in humorous sociologianswers instantly. "He's a very urbane and charmcal terms and is careful
ing ... in many ways a quite formal man, and yet
that's just the surface. Underneath he's a seething
mass of angst."

Sting on Lynch
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Makin g the Unreal Real
villain, but I'm not gay, and in that
se nse I'm not Feyd. H e was fun to
play, basically. I didn 't have a lot of responsibility in the movie - it was such
a hu ge project. It was enormous. I
had fun wit h David a nd th e o the r
act rs, bu t it ce rtainly wasn 't play in g
Ha mlet. "
Sting says he generally tries to pursue roles that seem connected in some
way with the person he perceives himself to be. "I'm not a character acto r
in the se nse that I adopt other people' personalities or personas," he remarks. " I'm not really in terested in
doing th at. I'm more interested in extending my own persona into a dram atic situation ."
T his attitude applies to his role as
a rock performer, as well as to his
movie parts. "I don't pretend to be
som eon e e lse when I'm on stage, "
Sting explains. "I merely magnify certain elements of my own personality
- I act the part. And the same is true
in acting. I don't become someone
else. I'm me. I don't get given parts
because I can be other people. I get

Dune:
An Epic Space Tale

l

rank Herbert's Dune mesmerized science fiction
- readers immediately upon
its appearance as a hardbound book, and its impact has
consistently grown since that time.
In its initial year, the novel won both
the Nebula and Hugo awards for
best science fiction novel.
Critical acclaim as one of the
greatest science fiction novels of all
time has only echoed the book's
enormous popular success. Ten mill ion copies of Dune and its tour
sequels have been sold to date, a
figure that translates into an estimated 40 million readers.
Such ambitious, detailed literary
works do not easily become great
movies. Many efforts to derive a
suitable screenplay from Dune were
started and abandoned over the
years. David Lynch , however, finally
got the job done, and the novel's
boosters should be pleased with the
results.

umungous worms, lots of bald women , and a hippopotamus-sized
being that looks like a cross between a human brain, an octopus
and a really bad dream: the film Dune will present a totally new
world populated by an assortment of . .. creatures that previously
lived full blown only in author Frank Herbert's ·imagination.
The job of realizing these nasty astral visions fell to costume designer
Bob Ringwood in particular. "There were tour planets to work with industrial, military, earthy and dignified," says Ringwood. "So there could
be no single unified theme in the costumes." At one point 45 people were
working to create a total of 4,000 costumes. Special challenges were
everywhere.
Take the octopus/brain/bad dream creature. Please.
Says mechanical special effects co-ordinator Kit West:
"The Baron - that's his name - flies, or at least
floats, about eighteen inches off the
ground through almost the entire
picture. We had to use a
body harness
suspended by
wires and guided
by an overhead
tracking system
controlled by six
people." As tor the
giant worms, Chief
Worm Designer Carlo
Rambaldi - famous for
his work on E.T. and
King Kong-tracked what
he called "uncharted territory" in his design of the
film's worms. "I worked on
them for a full year. Movement like the worms required
had never been tried before. In
the usual animal body, the speHaving a heat
cific points formed by bones and
wave: Paul Atreides,
played by Kyle MacLachlan,
joints dictate what motion is posfends off robotic aggression in the
sible. But since the worms have
Caladan training room.
no bones or joints, you have al-

I

ll

most endless fluidity. Realistic movement was our problem. We had five
sculptors, five mold makers and five
mechanics working to produce sixteen worms and one worm head. We had
a minimum of six people operating each worm."
Rambaldi's "Spacing Guild Navigator" was likewise a problem. "We had
fifteen people working on the Navigator for three months. The finar model
has forty separate joints of movement." Guided entirely by human hands,
the Navigator required twenty-two operators.
In order to create the totally new world of Dune, Model Maker Supervisor
Emilio Ruiz del Rio used techniques retrieved from early film days to create
"foreground miniatures." He combined those models with actors and additional structural segments to force perspective, and achieve the look of
several elements joined in one gigantic scene. Del Rio, with thirty years of
experience and some three hundred films behind him, sums up the feeling
of many of the special effects geniuses working on this project when he
says, "Dune is one of the most elaborate and spectacular assignments I've
ever had."
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Love in the Lab

..

BY MIKE BYGRAVE
given parts because the director can sense a certain vibe, a
certain something . . . something intangible."
Before Dune, Sting had cinematic roles in Radio On,
Quadrophenia, and Artemis '81, but his favorite part was the
satanic Martian in the claustrophobically Pinteresque
domestic drama, Brimstone & Treacle, for which he also
wrote the score. "I love that script - Dennis Potter, who
wrote it, is a major playwright," Sting states. "I loved mak- .
ing that movie. For what it is, it's great. I think people misinterpreted my starring in it: 'Sting's a big pop star, he
must have made a big movie. Let's go and see Brimstone &
Treacle, it must be a cop series,' or something. And they go
and see it, and they say, 'God, what a horrible movie.'
"I'm glad I made it, I'm proud of it. The character was
intrinsic to me . What I had to work on very hard was the
acting, and staying in the same league as veterans like Denholm Elliott, who've been making movies since my father
started going to movies. So I really had to work hard to
stay on the screen, and I think I did a fairly good job. It
was a great learning experience for me ."
Obviously a man at no loss for opinions and ideas, Sting
seems surprised when I suggest that his wide range of
activities must demand a great deal of emotional control.
"Am I the sort of person who wants to be in control?"
he asks, rephrasing my question in a rhetorical volley.
"No, I'm not. You have to separate me fn:~m the stage
character. You know, the stage character has a certain
function. He has to be in control. If he's not in control there's no gig. There's anarchy, there's nothing.
So in a sense I have a duty to control. Off-stage, I don't
really feel I have to. I spend most of the time ~n bed,. or
losing at tennis, or just being normal. l don't mmd takmg
the odd risk now and then to wake me up."

Kyle MacLachlan, in the hero's role of Pa"':l A~reides,finds
that he must rely on his sound gun to survive in the desert.
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Lookingfor new life through a test tube are (from left)
Vincent Spano, Mariel Hemingway, Peter O'Toole.

n Creator, which opens next February, Peter o·:oole. sta:s
as Harry Wolper, a scientist whose beloved wife dies m
pregnancy. He manages to preserve a few of her cells, and
then embarks on a lifelong, bizarre experiment to recreate
her.
Wait a minute, you say, isn't this Bride of Frankenstein remade? No, says director Ivan Passer, "it's like no other film
ever made before.''
Baron Frankenstein, for one thing, never had ·to worry
about academic politics and the intricacies of applying for
grants. As a matter of fact, Frankenstein ~idn't hav~ to worry
about much of anything having to do with real hfe. Harry
Wolper, on the other hand, does.
Wolper has one thing in common with the B~ron, ho~e.ver.
Harry is a genius with an obsession that some might say is JUSt
a step away from madness. He has dreamed for 30 years of
somehow bringing his cherished Lucy back to life.
He enlists the aid of a young student, played by Vincent
Spano, the young actor who played the would-be epit?me ?f
cool in Baby, It's You. Together they battle the nefarious mtrigues of Harry's competitors for funds at the university and
seek a fertile egg with the proper DNA to "regro~" Lucy.
That egg is found in the lissome body of ~ prom1~cuous
young wanderer named Meli, played by Mariel Hemmgway,
who comes to the role fresh from her critical triumph in the
controversial Star 80. As Harry's project begins to succeed,
Meli finds herself falling in love with the obsessed doctor.
The screenwriter of Creator is Jeremy Leven, a novelist who
based the script on his own novel and upo~ fant~sies roo~ed
in his own life. Leven, who is a researcher m child behavior
and brain chemistry now on sabbatical from Yale, lost his .first
wife some years ago much in the way Harry Wolper did and Leven too dreamed of somehow bringing her back to
life.
Passer, the director of Cutter's Way who with countryman
Milos Forman emigrated from Czechoslovakia in 1969, admits
that he has trouble pigeonholing the story into a genre.
"The movie is about the romance of life on different
levels," he says, "life from the scientific point of view, life on
the level of the characters, and life in the way Harry Wolper
talks about 'the big picture.' Some projects have a little heart
beating in there and they demand to be made," he adds. "I
knew Creator was like that."
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Zeljko I vanek in a
Hot Potato
With a
Twist of Lemmon
BY DAVIN SEAY

v

Z

eijko Ivanek is probably the
most unlikely name to hit an
American marquee since Tovah
Feldshuh. Actors are no longer forced
to Anglicize their names, but I vane k's
(pronounced ZHEL-ko ee-VON-neck)
is nonetheless a tongue-twister. The
27-year-old Ivanek has a standard,
admirable response: "I was born in
Yugoslavia, and if I had changed my
name it would have been a betrayal of
my family."
We first saw Ivanek on the movie
er en a The Sender, able to project his
nightmare into another person's
r ality.
The Sender was an above-average
1982 horror movie that didn't get
much critical attention.
For his second film
appearance in the comedy-drama Mass Appeal,
I vanek is a troublemaker
different ilk: a

atir Cloud

me

1,eljko lvanek (above) is a seminarian
who wants to shake up the establishment. Fatherly advice: Oscarwinning actor Jack Lemmon counsels
the smooth path (left).

tated seminary authorities assign him
to Father Tim Farley for guidance.
Father Farley (Lemmon) has created a comfortable niche in his parish
by avoiding controversy and delivering "Norman Rock well sermons ."
Dolson contemptuously labels him a
played a flirtatious British wife in the "Father Bojangles" who practices a
first act of the off-Broadway hit, and a "song-and-dance theology."
male street hustler in the second. He
The focus of Mass Appeal, and the
created the role of the older brother presence of such stars as Lemmon
to Matthew Broderick in Neil Simon's and Charles Durning, are likely to
Brighton Beach Memoirs.
earn Mass Appeal serious attention
In Mass Appeal I vanek plays the re- from critics and film buffs. For
belliou young seminarian Mark Dol- I vanek, this may be the ideal vehicle
on who wants to be a priest so he to establish a reputation as a screen
can u e his pulpit to attack the serious star equal to the credentials he has
ocial and moral issues of our time. Irri- earned on stage.
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To every roommate
about to become a friend.

:--~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~

•·

Right now, about the only thing you have in
common is the same room. But you and those
strangers who moved in with you are going to
crack a lot of books and burn a lot of midnight oil together.
You're going to discover the
people behind the nametags, the ones
inside the roommates. And who
knows? Before the term is over, your
roommates may very well tum out to be
good friends.
To each of you we say, let it be Lowenbrau.

LOwenbriiu.Here's to good friends.

